FIRST LOOK
GREAT HEIGHTS Lauren Steele, BJ '14, was happy with her life

in New York City, where she werice as a freelance writer for
clients such as Rolling Stone, Vice Sports and Men's Journal.
Then she got the opportunity of a lifetime. Columbia Sportswear hired her as a "director of toughness." The job description
was simple: Travel the world for six months, test Columbia
Sportswear gear and write about it. Steele is pictured here
descending from the iS,996-foot Cayambe volcano in Ecuador.
Read more about Steele's adventures at mizzoumag.com.
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And the Livin' Is Easy
I never went home for summer break. "Home" is
a murky concept for a military kid; by the time
I was a Mizzou student, I'd lived in eight cities,
and I considered all of them and none of them
home. But Columbia was the first place I chose to
live. It was an oasis. It took me in. And it never
felt more welcoming than in the summer. The
city sloughed off its part-time inhabitants and revealed, on the outskirts of campus, a smattering
of quirky townies, international scholars, coffeeshop loiterers, student journalists, street performers (pro and amateur) - sort of an island of misfit
toys. I loved it.
On languid afternoons in the early 1990s, summer people could stumble into a poetry reading or
a drum circle in Peace Park. We might have tacos
or Shakespeare's pizza on a downtown patio. We'd
eventually find ourselves outside Shattered or
The Blue Note after closing, ready to walk down
brick streets to an after-party on a rickety East
Campus porch.
The Columbia I came back to a decade later
- and the lens through which I viewed it - had
expanded. Eager for adventure, I'd left for bigcity life after graduation, and upon my return
I was lamenting what I thought I'd have to give

up: the San Francisco • Musicians Tom
Fay, Mitch FeyerBay Area's lively farmherm, Mike Tobben,
ers markets and street
fairs, to which I took my Clark L, and Louie
children at every opporMarkovitz perform in
a drum circle before
tunity. But I discovered
the Ecochella concert
that, in summer, familyfriendly Columbia is ev- in Peace Park.
ery bit as invigorating as
college-student Columbia, with playgrounds,
spraygrounds and lakes, with open-air concerts and ever-evolving festivals. Soon my kids
were crafting at art fairs and canoeing at day
camp. We were official Columbians.
More than two decades after my first CoMo
summer, I'm the parent of a Tiger; this summer break is my son's first as a Mizzou student. He has a few travel plans, but he'll be
sticking around for a while.
The warm-weather scene here has never
been more vibrant. Take a look for yourselves
in our CoMo Outdoors special section, Pages
24-31 - or, better yet, in person.
See you outside.

-Karen Pojmann, BJ '94
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The Case of the Foal with Two Mothers
A horse named Ren was reject ed by his birth
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t This skull of two sheep that were conjoined in the womb is part of the College of Veterinary
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European Hideaways
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13, John Miles Foley

Memorial Arts and Sciences Golf Tournament

573-884-4482,
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Protests and Progress
In the fall 2015 semeste1· the climate at Mizzou was
marked by discord and heated exchanges, often illuminated or dist01·ted by a national spotlight. Things were
tense. But even when membe1·s of the Mizzou community have been at odds with one another, our disagreements have beenfueled by our shared lovef01· Mizzou.
In the Spring 2016 issue, MIZZOU offered alumni
context and perspective on the historic happenings.
Many 1·eaders 1·esponded. Thank you for you1· lette1·s.
Please note that MIZZOU encourages respect for
Tigers of all stripes. We do not vublish lettm·s containing personal attacks, profanity or hate speech.

17- 18, Missouri Con temporary Ballet with
the Missouri Symphony
Society

missouricontemporary
ballet.org
30, Yonder Mountain
String Band

thebluenote.com
July

15, Member calendar
photo contest deadline

mizzou.com
25- 30, Mizzou International Composers
Festival

newmusicsummer
festival.missouri.edu
August
1, Traditions Plaza order
deadline for installation
by Homecoming 2016

mizzou.com

I want to compliment MIZZOU magazine on its
Spring 2016 edition. It was a study in objective,
highly professional journalism to present what
happened last fall without glossing over it. That
is the kind of work that makes me proud to be
a University of Missouri School of Journalism
alumnus. The coverage presented facts that were
known, revealed all sides of a highly sensitive continuing to the present; but, paramount is that
issue and allowed readers to come to their con- I have hope for the future. What an advocate in
clusions instead of trying to lead them toward a Interim President Mike Middleton and th e leadspecific line of thought. It is that kind of trans- ership in Interim Chancellor Hank Foley. Conparency and forthrightness that our leadership sider also the "direction through the storm" in the
at Mizzou must employ to regain the trust and new chair ofMizzou's Department of Black Studfaith of our students, alumni and other impor- ies by Stephanie Shonekan. We can all do better,
and I'm going to continue my part with another
tant constituencies.
donation to the student life social justice center. I
RAVI DASARI, BJ '83, MBA '86
encourage
you to do the same.
L eawood. Kansas
JERRY W. KINDER. ED '86

Moving Forward
I am so encouraged after reading Pages 17- 33 in
the Spring 2016 issue of MIZZOU. What a wonderful way to "Move Forward.'' I have many concerns after the events that unfolded quickly during the fall 2015 semester at MU, and the events

10-21, Tourin' Tigers:

Switzerland

mizzou.com
September
17, Tiger football vs.
Georgia

mutigers.com
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Mountain Home. A 1·/wnsas

Strong I

'IUO
I opened the Spring 2016 issue of MIZZOU magazine with a mixture of worry and hope. I worried that the university might not take a serious

Twitter Buzz About
look at the protests of the fall semester. I worried
that cautious public relations and image management would mute the journalists of MIZZOU
magazine at a time when we can really use their
careful words of criticism and praise. I know
that alumni magazines will always tell readers
about new research grants, the names of notable
graduates, and the latest sporting triumphs, but
frankly I skip over stories that carry the canned
aroma of PR.
When the new issue arrived, I hoped for the
kind of stories I admire in magazines like, say,
The Atlantic - stories that show me things I
could not otherwise discover about some part of
our world. Reading this issue, I wanted to learn
som.ething new about how race works in the

United tate , and in my home tatc. and at my
alma mater. I wanted to think and feel alongside
the writers and students, the professors and administrators, to pay them that attention and respect. I wanted the new issue of MIZZOU to be
the best journalism, the most substantial inquiry,
it has ever been.
And I wanted to be surprised - challenged,
caught off guard, taken in unpredicted directions,
just like in my student days. I wanted my University of Missouri education to continue as I read
this issue of the magazine. I wanted the stories
to help us all glimpse life's fascinating, weighty,
beautiful complexity. Why? Because '"This is
what universities do." When I read that five-word
sentence on Page 17, I knew that this was going to
be a strong issue of MIZZOU.
KEN SMITH. BA '78

outh Bend. Indiana

Do the Right Thing
How ironic that my MIZZOU magazine comes
the very day MU fires Dr. Melissa Click. The magazine is full of lovely stories about how student
protests have changed the university (presumably
for the better), yet the institution failed miserably
at how it handled the race issues last year (not to
mention the failures in years past). I don't know
Dr. Click personally, but the most she is guilty
of is bad judgment. I will no longer be supporting MU after this decision. You have to do what is
right, not what right-wing legislators and online
commentators pressure you to do.
KATHLEEN J . FITZGERALD, PhD '03
Neu· Orlea11s

An,-body Recall Gaebler's?
I wonder if anyone remembers when Gaebler's
Black and Gold restaurant across from Jesse
Hall had a dance band for afternoon tea dances. The band was fronted by saxophonist Don
Hamacher, BS Ed '43. I am 88 and do not personally remember this. However, Hamacher
came to my hometown of Robinson, Illinois,
in 1946 and became our music director. One of
the first things he did was establish a big-band
dance for our high school. Later. he developed
musical shows built around the dance band. He
also improved our marching band and got the
students involved in regional instrumental music and band competitions. Later, he co-founded
Dog ·n Suds.
JIM STOVER BS BA ·50

Neu• Brau11fels. Texas

#Mizzou
@HabitatSavannah:
We love our @Mizzou
Tigers! Thank you all for
giving us an entire week
of your time and talent s.
# Habitat #Savannah
@TDeeeezy: @Mizzou
your Greek students
raised tens of thousands
of dollars for 6 benefi ciaries and volunteered
200,000+ co serv hrs.
Brag on them!!
@BrightEyeso729:
Can't believe I have t he
opportunity to further
my broadcasting career
at the beautiful and
amazing @Mizzou ::
@ARCMajorGifts:
@M izzou, true heroes,
saving thousands of
lives through blood donat ions! #stlheroes2016
@_lexxtherexx: Random guy in Pittsburgh
just said M-1-Z to the
@MAB_Pittsburgh
group. We allllll over.
@Mizzou
@kmcowelh: Got a
compliment on my
#JSchoolbackpack
from a fellow @MizzouAlumni on the st reet
in Denver. The @Mizzou
net work is strong!
#M IZforever t!,j
@chesterlampkin:
Someone recognized
my @Mizzou shirt t oday

... A band plays for
the afternoon tea at
Gaebler's Black and
Gold in 1932. Above:
Hamacher at Mizzou

here in #Newzealand.
She was from Colorado .

in 1943.
SUMMER 2016
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To Think and Challenge

threatening posture of the protesting students toEducational institutions should not be about cre- ward the journalists and others attempting to docating safe spaces but about training young minds ument the event was abhorrent. I am ashamed of
to think and to challenge other points of view. my alma mater.
When we allow the few to direct the institution STEVE SALADIN, BS BA ·93
and to shut down alternative views, we have lost St.Louis
all hope of meaningful interaction and discourse,
which in my experience often brings the sides
Misstep
closer together.
MU lost significant stature and respect when the
CHRISTOPHER BARBEE, BS BA "76
University of Missouri System Board of CuraMedia. Pennsylt-cmia
tors caved in to an overpaid football coach and his
players. So now our new rules are that any time
the football program doesn't like something and
Appalled
I am appalled at the recent events culminating in threatens to quit, the university will sacrifice an
the resignations of two top administrators. The outstanding chancellor like R. Bowen Loftin. No
actions of some of your faculty in fomenting the highly qualified administrator will [or should]

8
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pursue the position of chancellor or president
knowing this board will sacrifice what is best for
the university in order to placate the football program. How ironic that your Winter 2016 edition
feature on Loftin was titled ''The Cost of Renewal." MU and its future students are going to pay a
huge cost for this tragic misstep.
RALPH DUGGINS, JD '77
Fo1·t Worth, Texas

To Be Proud Again
It was very disturbing to read of the troubles at

Mizzou in November. The article about Mike
Middleton was interesting, and I hope that under
his leadership we can again become the great university that we can all be proud of.
However, I found a typographical error: Middleton's father must have been stationed at Fort
Lewis, Washington, named for Meriwether Lewis
-not Louis.
NANCY HARRIS VINEYARD, BS HE '46
Lacey, Washingtan

Special Section: The
State of Mizzou
The spring edition of
MIZZOU magazine came
in the mail Thursday and
surprisingly it didn't omit,
gloss over or sugarcoat
any of the controversies
that have kept the University of Missouri-Columbia
campus in the news...
The magazine is how tens
of thousands of people
worldwide stay connected to the university.
It's great to know that it's
not backing away from
giving a complete picture
of the goings-on at MU.

The university is obligated to crack down on demonstrations that interfere with education. Regardless of color, no single group can shut down the
university. If the football team threatens to walk
off again, let them. They cannot afford to miss
playing if they want a pro contract. There are
plenty of high school players who would love a
football scholarship.
JACK ORLOVE, BS PA '53
L incoln, California

Mlzzou in Fall 2015
Digging this timeline
of events in regards
to #ConcernedStudent1950 in my@mizzou
alum magazine.
ALEX IS ROGERS, BJ '14

LITTLE ROCK, ARKA NSAS

Lift Every Voice
It has been incredibly inspiring to watch an ethnomusicologist emerge
as such a strong leader
as Mizzou enters a new
era. Thank you, Stephanie Uku Shonekan!
MEGAN ARNS
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI

LEWIS DIUGUID, BJ ' 77
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

PlaJ the Game

Quotes

CCDATTER

The Man, the Mentor
Cool comic book-style il-

I'm late to the party,
havingjust now had
proper time to read the
latest issue of MIZZOU,
but I wanted to say well
done. You provided what
most of us removed
from Co Mo didn't get
in national coverage:
context, history, a
broader picture of all
that was happening and
a reasonable tone.
CHRIS BLOSE, MA '04

lustration of@GaryPinkel
in new@MizzouAlumni
magazine #Mizzou #miz
SHAWN DONNELLY, BJ '00
BROOKLYN, N EW YORK

"Mizzou gave me
a sense ofpurpose.
Through journalism, I found graphic
design and was like,
'Wow, I really like
illustration,' and I
was immersed into
being a more authentic person. And you
can.find that here
... people who want
to help you be that
authentic person."
DANIEL STEWART, BJ '16,
reflecting on his t ime at
Mizzou during his final
semester as an undergraduate student

"It's impm'tant that
Mizzou - and the
whole university system - is successful
because of how it impacts the entire state.
I think sometimes
people forget that.
Since I want to work
in higher education
someday, I thought it
was important to step
up and attempt to
make my voice heard.
I care a lot about
higher education,
and I love Mizzou."
Junior music major
PATRICK GRAHAM on his
nomination as the student
representative to the Board
of Curators

"I couldn't believe
it. It was so great to
see all ofthese people

who have supparted
me throughout my
studies here. IfeU surrounded by love. Imso
blessed. I carit believe
that this is a reality."
MARIA KALAITZANDONAKES, a Mizzou

junior double-majoring
in agricultural economics
and journalism, on being
surprised with the news
that she's been named a
2016 Truman Scholar

SUMMER 2016
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Educational
Endeavor

Quee n of Whea j
Given Anne McKendry's status as one of the
world's top wheat breeders, you might think she
uses state-of-the-art equipment to extract the small
anthers of the male part of the wheat plant and
place them into the female part of another plant.
Then you see her pull out a set of trusty tweezers.
"It's very high-tech," she says with a smile.
McKendry specializes in soft red winter wheat,
which is used for sweets such as pastries, cookies
and cakes - and even some beers. It takes an average of 10 years to release a new wheat variety,
with breeders trying up to 400 combinations of
plant crosses. Successful lines meet characteristics such as strong yield potential, good end-use
quality, environmental adaptation and disease
resistance. Since joining the Mizzou faculty in
1987, McKendry, an associate professor of plant
sciences, has released 12 varieties to state and national markets.
In 1993, McKendry began to tackle the devastating Fusarium head blight fungus, aka "wheat scab,"
in the aftermath of traumatic crop losses that cost
the state's economy a quarter of a billion dollars.
In susceptible varieties, the Fusarium pathogen
grows in the plant's head and reduces yield by as
much as 80 percent. It also produces a mycotoxin
that causes health issues in humans and animals.
Producing "that Holy Grail of a plant" genetically ironclad against Fusarium is a major challenge. McKendry has made considerable progress, with the 1995 release of a variety called
Ernie (named for MU wheat researcher Ernie
10 MIZZOUMAGAZINE.COM

Sears), which lowered losses associated with
wheat scab to 20 percent. The 2003 Truman
(named for the president or the tiger; she won't
say which) lowered losses to 5 percent.
McKendry's latest release, initially labeled "MO
010804," improved upon the 2009 Milton (named
for MU agronomy professor John Milton Poehlmann, BS Ag '31, PhD '36), with higher Fusarium
resistance. It could make the biggest splash on the
market yet. It has proven to out-yield other varieties and has the potential to cover up to a million
acres in the U.S. annually in the coming years.
Meanwhile McKendry is already musing about
its offspring. "The next line is even better," she
says. ''And that's what we do. We release something. It's out the door. And then we try to beat it."
- Stephen Schmidt

Kathryn "Annie" Arnone,
BS Ed '07, MEd '09, was a
little girl when she peered
through her grandfather's
Army-issue telescope past
the Rocky Mountains at the
Hale-Bopp comet. Although
her educational path led to
the expressive arts, the moment of scientific discovery
stuck with her.
Now she is dean of
students for the NASA Endeavor STEM Teaching Certificate Project, an online
professional development
resource for K-16 teachers in science, technology,
engineering and math. Arnone, a former elementary
school teacher and current
doctoral candidate in the
College of Education, says
her lack of science background motivated her.
"I sought out every possible professional development opportunity I could
find," Arnone says. The
NASA Endeavor program
uses "authentic NASA data,
and it's all applicable in
your classroom."

CULTURE HEROES Kicking off the spring 2016 semester, university leaders launched an orientation series for new students called Diversity@Mizzou.
The sessions aim to raise students' cultural awareness and invite them to explore the world beyond their own experiences and cultural boundaries. Stephanie Shonekan, chair of black studies, and Joan Hermsen, chair of women's and
gender studies, developed the sessions to "teach people to open their minds
and think about the potential that is possible at a university like this,'' Shonekan says. Meanwhile, College of Arts & Science faculty have approved a new
diversity course requirement, a proposal led by associate professor Elisa Glick.
Undergraduate A&S students will take three credit hours from courses designated "DI," or diversity intensive. A campus-wide diversity requirement was
first proposed in 1990.

TIGER'S EYE

Thomas Edison Dynamo
Given to the University of Missouri by the famed inventor Thomas Edison, the Edison dynamo predates
Engineering Building West, which houses it, by 40 years, as well as Jesse Hall and most of Red Campus.
The assemblage of copper wire is responsible for the first electricity demonstration west of the Mississippi River on Jan. 10, 1883, and, less directly, led to the electrical fire that destroyed Academic Hall in 1892.
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FIRST IN THE COUNTRY
Edison's gift of the
dynamo helped spark
the creation of the De-

partment of Electrical
Engineering at Mizzou,
the first public electrical engineering department in the country.
LET THERE BE LIGHT
In the first ray of
electric light seen on
this halfofthe North
American continent,
a warm yellow gleam
burst from a light fixed
atop the Academic Hall
dome and cut through
the cold January air. It
could be seen as far as
the old Boone County
courthouse.
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In 1992, on the 10oth anniversary of the formation of General Electric, which was formed by a
merger involving the Edison Electric Company, the corporate giant paid to restore the Edison dynamo and ensconce it in the display glass that now houses it in the foyer of Engineering Building
West. A smaller model, also a gift from Edison, lives on the third floor.

DIRECT CURRENT
Today we think of AC/
DC as a rock band.
But the direct current
(DC) versus alternating
current (AC) "current
war" once consumed
the major electrical
minds of the country.
Edison was a staunch
advocate of DC, in which
the electrical current
flows in one direction.
The current spilling off
of this copper wire was
DC. However, AC quickly
won out because it was
easier to transport over
long distances.
SUMMEB 2016 11
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50 Years of Brother hood
Song of the
SoothsaJ'er

It was a cool Tuesday night on May 17, 1966, when

seven men known as "The Pearls" founded the
Zeta Alpha chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. on the University of Missouri campus. That
moment marked the first of several major steps
The Pearls would take toward ensuring AfricanAmerican students' voices are heard. Founding
members of Zeta Alpha went on to establish the
Legion of Black Collegians, MU's black student
government, and MU's NAACP chapter.
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., the first intercollegiate Greek-letter fraternity established
for black men, was founded Dec. 4, 1906, at Cornell University. In the past half-century, Mizzou's
chapter h as initiated, or crossed, more than 200
members and hosted countless philanthropic
events, in cluding their most recent, a DJ battle,
wh ich raised resources for Flint, Michigan, residents affected by the water crisis. To celebrate
its landmark anniversary, the chapter held a 50-

year reception wherein alumni of the chapter
returned for fellowship with current members.
Senior vice president Brandon Jackson says
what he loves most about being an Alpha is the
welcoming environment the fraternity provides,
offering "safe spaces for kids on campus, no matter what walks oflife they come from," he says.
To preserve the sense of brotherhood, the
chapter has launched its Zeta Alpha Alumni
Network. The goal is for members to bridge the
gap between men who became members decades ago and those who have recently joined.
As for the next 50 years, Jackson has nothing
bu t high expectations for Zeta Alpha.
"I hope we continue being exceptional men, continue leading and focusing on being a positive impact in people's lives," he says. "I don't want ZA to
lose sight of community service and how important
that is- or respecting women. That's all I can hope
for: that it continues being great." - Brittany King

LACRETTA ON BROADWAY Lacretta Ross, BA '03, is making her
Broadway debut. Under the stage name Lacretta Nicole, Ross plays Levora in
the new musical comedy DISASTER!, which opened at New York's Nederlander
Theatre March 8. The show blends disco with the 1970s disaster-film genre. At
Mizzou, Ross performed in many Rhynsburger Theatre productions, taking roles
such as Arkadina in The Seagull. She set her sights on the Big Apple as a student
in the Mizzou on Broadway program, the only collegiate literary-theater showcase in New York. Her resume now includes theater (The Book of Mormon, Ragtime), opera (Carmen, Gianni Schicchi) and TV (30 Rock, Law & Order: SVU).
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What messages could a frog's
love song hold for humans?
The heat is on, for one.
Mizzou researchers are
studying the common gray tree
frog, a species distinguished
by the males' summertime
mating trills. Because the rate
and pitch of a trill can be affected by temperature, climate
change has these frogs singing
a different tune.
"Amphibians are the veritable
'canary in the coal mine' that can
send signals to scientists who
study the effects of rising global
temperatures," says Sarah Humfeld, PhD '03, a postdoctoral
fellow of biological sciences.
In a recent study, Humfeld and her team explored
whether changing songs affect
males' ability to woo mates.
Good news for amphibious
suitors: They don't. At any
temperature, female frogs respond to the language of love.

#FTK
With the rallying cry "FTK"
(for the kids), student volunteers in MizzouThon help support MU Women and Children's
Hospital pediatric patients
and their families. Months of
fundraising events culminate
in a 13.1-hour dance marathon,
highlighted by glow sticks,
choreographed routines and
dramatic hair donations. This
year more than l,ooo dancers
raised a record $276,000.
t
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A NEW LOOK AT MISSOURI HISTORY
A new lecture series - The African American Experience in Missouri - is bringing scholars from across

Mo' Better

HALTING BUNGER More than 300 students from

Films

around the country - and some from around the world
- visited Mizzou in February for the annual World
Hunger Summit.
The conference, founded by Auburn University students, is a student-organized and student-run event
designed to spark conversations on college campuses
about hunger. Speakers included hunger researchers
and policy advocates from across the United States.
"There are lots of different personalities when it
comes to fighting hunger - different ways to do it,
what that looks like, the words we use," says Anne
Cafer, an MU doctoral student in rural sociology and
one of three organizers of the event. Conferences such
as this one, she says, draw together people who otherwise would be working separately, building the collaborations needed to tackle such a massive challenge.
The networking opportunities included a poster session where graduate students presented their work,
giving undergraduates a sense of the range of research
possibilities in the field and connecting presenters
with potential mentors and employers.
"Everyone had really good feedback,'' Cafer says.
"They were really pumped up and excited to get back
to their campuses." - Erik Potter

After giving freshman journalism major
Lileana Moore a hard
time about critiquing one of his movies
without having seen
it, Spike Lee takes a
moment to chat with
her. The AcademyAward-winning director gave a master
class on documentary
filmmaking at the
Reynolds Journalism
Institute April 6.
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the country to campus. The State Historical Society
of Missouri and MU's Division of Inclusion, Diversity,
and Equity cosponsor the series, which is free and
eye-opening to the public.
"Some of these stories are hard to hear," says history Professor Keona Ervin, who curates the series
with society Executive Director Gary Kremer.. "But exploring Missouri's untold stories is key to better understanding the role race has played in creating our
modern-day circumstances."
On Feb. 3, Diane Mutti Burke, associate professor of
history at the University of Missouri in Kansas City, gave
the inaugural lecture, "Contesting Slavery: Enslaved Missourians' Enduring Struggle for Self-Determination," addressing the practice of slavery on mid-Missouri's small
family farms. On March 23, Martha S. Jones, a historian at the University of Michigan, presented "#SayHerName: Black Women and State Violence in t he Case of
Missouri v. Celia, A Slave." The talk recounted the story
of a 14-year-old slave purchased in Callaway County by
Robert Newsom, who sexually abused her for years before she defended herself.
Ervin says it is appropriate to examine racism specific
to Missouri. As a border state where slavery was practiced legally, Missouri has experienced racial tensions
for much of its history. Lectures continue into 2017.

-Dale Smith
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Keena Ervin, a Mizzou history professor, curates a new
lecture series titled The African American Experience in

1"

Missouri.
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Volca no Snr&ng, Busin ess-st yle
t Eighteen sophomores

from the Cornell Leadership Program, a program
for high-achieving students in the Trulaske College of Business, helped
renovate a family-owned
restaurant in the seaside
town of Leon, Nicaragua. From left to right:
Zachary Smith, Gregory
Stringfellow, Matthew
Rosebrough and Calvin
Blaylock.

The 18 sophomores were walking a narrow, windswept path up the side of an active Nicaraguan
volcano. Each carried a surfboard of sorts that
they would eventually use to slide down the looserock-strewn face of the mountain. On the way up,
though, the boards acted as wind catchers, threatening with every gust to pull the students off the
path and head-first down the mountain.
Brock Gerstner clutched his board, acutely
aware that he was experiencing the scariest moment of his life.
"Brock, are you nervous?" asked one of his
Trulaske College of Business mentors. He stared
at her with a flat expression. In a low, steady voice
that fought through the wind, he simply said,
"Yes."

The students, members of the Cornell Leadership Program, were in Nicaragua as part of
a weeklong service trip over winter break. The
sophomore-year international journey is a new
element of the program since Harry Cornell, BS
BA '50, gave a $6 million endowment gift in 2015.
Andrea Woolverton, BS '02, PhD '07, owner of
the Nicaragua-based Twin Engine Coffee (Page
58), organized the students' itinerary and acted as
their local guide.
Through field trips to coffee fields, processing
plants and roasting facilities, they learned about
the coffee business - "I thought I knew a lot about
coffee before," says Elizabeth Triplett of Lee's Summit, Missouri, a Starbucks barista. The students
also helped renovate a family restaurant.
14 MIZZOUMAGAZINE.C OM

"I was thinking it would be like a typical
American restaurant, just a little run down," says
Emma Worgul, ofLeewood, Kansas. Not so.
Instead, they found an open-air, beachside restaurant with a roof supported by corner posts. A
wood fire served as grill and oven. There was no
running water. In go-degree heat, the students
painted the fence and posts, leveled the sand floor
and laid 100-pound stone pavers.
The improvements will help the mother and
daughters who own the business to compete
against surrounding restaurants.
"She cried; she was so thankful for the work we
did," says Maggie Dorr, from Chesterfield, Missouri.
The students went on the trip in search of an
experience and a chance to help. They came back
looking at their lives through different lenses.
"We all changed over the week," says Dorr.
"Back here," says Gerstner, "I realize how
much opportunity I have to make an impact on
the world."
But before any of that came the volcano-surfing expedition. The final twist to the excursion
was that, when they were huddled near the top
of the volcano, sitting on their boards, hands on
the ground, in the moment before they lunged
forward and surrendered control to gravity, they
couldn't even see where they were going. The
board was too long and the drop was too steep.
They had to just push off and find out.
One by one, that's exactly what they did.
-Erih Potter

ALL TOO REAL
footage mysteriously disappeared for decades.
Robert Greene, whose official title is filmmaker-in-chief at MU's fledgling Jonathan B. Murray
Center for Documentary Journalism, first heard of
Chubbuck more than 10 years ago. The journalist's
harrowing final days are the subject of his film Kate
Plays Christine. which earned him an award at the
Sundance Film Festival in January and screened at
Columbia's True/False Film Fest in March.
"I was immediately struck by how horrible and
sensational [Chubbuck's story] was, and the first
batch of details you get are insufficient to explain
anything," Greene says. "The nature of the story
makes you start to question why you even want to
know about the story."
The film chronicles actress Kate Lyn Sheil,
Greene's longtime friend, as she transforms herself into the troubled Chubbuck and re-enacts
several episodes in the days leading up to the fateful moment. By blending scenes of Sheil playing
Chubbuck with scenes of Sheil "playing" herself,
Greene cleverly and unpredictably blurs the lines
between nonfiction, fiction and reality.
"My nature is that if I were teaching in an art
school, I would be challenging all those orthodoxies of what it means to be teaching in an art
school," Greene says. "The good thing is, in workRobert Greene, ing with my colleagues here at the J-School, the
Christine Chubbuck was an acnature of being a journalist is being a skeptic and
complished 29-year-old TV re- director of Kate
Plays Christine.
porter when she spoke her last
being able to interrogate your own processes."
Murray Center director Stacey Woelfel recruitwords, on camera, July 15, 1974.
"In keeping with Channel 4o's policy of bringing ed Greene in 2014. The J-School's famous Misyou the latest in blood and guts, and in living color," she souri Method of learning by doing is a perfect fit
said as she pulled a revolver from her hand bag, "you for Greene, who makes movies while he teaches.
- Marcus Wilkins
are going to see another first - attempted suicide.''
Chubbuck then put the gun to her head and
pulled the trigger, killing herself on live TV. The
shocked cameraman at the Sarasota, Florida, station instinctively dissolved to black, and the grisly

THE FORCE EXPANDS
Mizzou has had its own dedicated, professionally accredited police force since 1971, when Tigers in blue
evolved from the Traffic Safety and Security Department
to the MU Police Department. Now MUPD is growing. The
university has announced plans to increase the number
of officers by 25 percent and the number of dispatchers
by so percent over the next three years. Did you know?
MUPD offers crime-prevention, personal-safety and selfdefense training for Tigers.

Sign up at mupolice.
missouri.edu.

50 YEARS OF JAZZ
•Arthur White, MU director of jazz studies, watches
a saxophone solo performed by jazz legend Bobby
Watson, UMKC director of jazz studies. The MU Concert
Jazz Band celebrated its soth anniversary with a show
featuring special guest alumni March 24.

Briefty
Millennials (ages 18
to 34) are much less
likely than older adults
to throw out garments
that are old, damaged
or out of style, accord ing to a study by Pamela
Norum, professor of textile and apparel management. Instead, this group
is more likely to donate
clothing to secondhand
stores such as Goodwill
and the Salvation Army.
Hearing loss, the thirdleading chronic illness in
older adults, increases
the likelihood of developing depression, dementia
and other problems. But
many elders with hearing
loss become frustrated
with their hearing aids
and put them away. In response, nurse-researcher
Kari Lane developed
a program that gradually reintroduces elders
to their aids. After one
month of the program,
88 percent of those who
were able to adjust to
their hearing aids reported being satisfied.
Laura Cole, assistant

professor of architectural
studies, found that students who attend school
in "green" buildings
exhibit higher levels of
knowledge about energy
efficiency and environmentally friendly building
practices than other
students. Green buildings
can include the use of recycled construction materials; accessible waste
and recycling spaces; and
exposed beams and girders that show students
the materials required for
large structures.
SUMMER2016 15
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Girl Pow er

+ Photographer Cathy

Lander-Goldberg has
made a career encouraging resiliency in young
women through workshops and photography.
She first photographed
Romanda (above, left)
at age iB when they met
through an agency that
helps people with disabilities live independently.
Her portrait of a grownup Romanda (bottom
right) will appear in the
gallery exhibit Resilient
Souls, in St. Louis. Top
right: Reigha, g, strikes a
power pose during one of
Lander-Goldberg's Inner
Strength workshops.

The first time Cathy Lander-Goldberg stepped
foot into a darkroom, something magical happened: She fell in love.
Lander-Goldberg, BJ '85, grew up taking photos
and working on her high school newspaper and
yearbook. After earning a degree in photojournalism from Mizzou, she took a job in St. Louis as an
in-house corporate photographer and writer. In
her free time she built a freelance business, specializing in personality portraits. She also volunteered
with girls in a residential treatment center. Eventually two paths merged, and Lander-Goldberg began working with at-risk youth, using photography
as a way to help young people express themselves.
"So much came out of the kids when working
with them,'' Lander-Goldberg says. "I felt like I
needed to learn more about psychotherapy to help."
Lander-Goldberg went back to school to get a
master's degree in social work and started holding workshops for girls and women. Now she
gives workshops all over the U.S., teaching photojournaling to improve self-awareness.
"My workshops are set up for girls and women

16 MIZZOUMAGAZINE.COM

School of Journalism alumna uses
photography to empower young women
to learn who they are inside," Lander-Goldberg
says. "We live in a society that is hyper-focused on
how women look, so we use the photos to focus on
their inner beauty, to dig deeper."
Last November Lander-Goldberg published the
book Photo Explorations: A Gi1'l~ Guide to S elf-Discove'l"!J Thmugh Photography, Writing and Thawing (CLG
Photographies, 2015), which helps readers recreate
workshop activities.
She also has revived a 20-year-old photography
project of her own, R esilient Souls: Young Wmnens
P01'tmits and W01'ds. The original production, blackand-white portraits of 29 young women, has been
updated with color portraits of some of the same
subjects, decades later, and the subjects' own words.
"I asked my subjects what they felt like they'd
overcome," Lander-Goldberg says. "Many had
overcome self-injury, drug addiction and violence. I wanted the public to read their stories and
learn from them."
R esilient Souls premieres Nov. 17-Dec. 16 at the
Morton J. May Gallery at Maryville University in
St. Louis. - Brittany K ing

DATA

Money Maker
The University of Missouri performs amazing feats in teaching, research, service and innovation. Putting a
dollar figure on "amazing" can be difficult, but the following numbers help demonstrate Mizzou's worth.

JOBS AND INNOVATION

INVESTING IN THE FUTURE

The MU Extension Business De-

Every year, Mizzou graduates more than 8,ooo students,
and more than 150,000 Mizzou alumni live in Missouri. A
bachelor's degree from Mizzou increases the present-value

velopment Program assists small
business owners with researchbased education and technical assistance, and helps them
secure financing and government

of lifetime earnings by an average of $589,000.

$58 9K

contracts. In a three-year span,
businesses in the program received

$20 million in federal, state and
local investment and in turn created or retained 24,180 jobs and
increased sales by $439 million.
Return on investment:

119-to-1

The MU Life Science
Business Incubator
has helped launch
60 startup companies. Together,
those startups have ..--•~":
attracted $17 million in public and
private investment,
directly created 35
jobs and indirectly
created 70 more.
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BRINGING MONEY
INTO THE ECONOMY
The State of Missouri's
appropriation to Mizzou accounts for just $220 million
of the university's $2.3 billion annual revenue. In other
words: Every state tax dollar
coming to Mizzou is matched
by $9 from tuition, grants
or services.

9
1
-to-

$193 Million
Mizzou spent $193 million on
externally funded research,
instruction and public service
projects in fiscal 2015. As Interim
Chancellor Hank Foley noted
during his State of the University
address in February, every $1 mil-

A recent study by MU economists Ronald Harstad and
Joseph Haslag, BS BA '82, MA '84, on the economic impact
of the UM System found that the research and development
done at the UM campuses makes up more than 20 percent

lion in university research funding

of the state's economic growth, and, between teaching and
research, every state dollar invested in the University of

supports 30 local jobs.

Missouri System adds $38.43 to the Missouri economy.
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Ma dis on Squ are .J'd en
t J'den Cox celebrates

his victory at the 2016
NCAA Division I Wrestling
Championships. The
junior psychology major
won the national title in
the 197-pound division.

New York's Madison Square Garden has hosted
NBA and NHL championships, the "Fight of the
Century" and even a visit from Pope John Paul IL
You'll forgive J 'den Cox, Mizzou's two-time national champion wrestler, if he's only mildly impressed.
"I mean, it was cool," says Cox, who defeated Penn State's Morgan Mcintosh to take the
197-pound crown in the iconic arena March 19,
2016. "I could be in someone's basement if it was
the national championship."
The venue's historic significance hit home after his
moment of triumph, but it's Cox's singular pre-match
focus that has helped him dominate the mat. The junior psychology major from Columbia won the same
title two years ago in St. Louis, placed fifth in 2015
and now boasts an astonishing 108-5 record, the best
win percentage (.955) of any wrestler with more than
100 wins in program history. He joins hall-of-famer
Ben Askren, BA '07, in the record books, becoming
Mizzou's second two-time national champion.
As a team, the Tigers finished the tournament in sixth p~ace with 74.5 points and four AllAmericans: redshirt junior, 149-pounder Lavion
Mayes (Mascoutah, Illinois); redshirt freshman,
165-pounder Daniel Lewis (Blue Springs, Mis-
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souri); redshirt sophomore, 184-pounder Willie
Miklus (Altoona, Iowa); and Cox.
"We lost some heartbreakers in the All-American round, but overall we are pleased with our outcome," says seven-year head coach Brian Smith.
Next up for Cox? A trip to the 2016 Olympics
in Rio de Janeiro, which he earned by dominating the 86-kg field at the World Games Qualifying
Tournament in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia.
"The thing about wrestlers is there is no professional thing we can go to," Cox says. "This is really
it, so just knowing that makes it even that much
more precious." - Marcus W ilkins

ELDERCARE INNOVATION S An initiative
to make life better for nursing home residents just
got a big boost. The U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services has given a $19.8 million grant
to MU's Sinclair School of Nursing to support the
Missouri Quality Initiative for Nursing Homes. Led
by Curators Professor Emerita of Nursing Marilyn
Rantz and a team of MU researchers, the program
aims to reduce avoidable hospitalizations, improve patient care and lower medical costs.

"'

:t

FAMILY TIES
The Show Me Healthy
Marriages and Relationships project has
received a $9 .6 million
grant from the U.S .
Department of Health
and Human Services to
strengthen the families
of 2,000 low-resource
Missouri residents in
21 counties over the
next five years. The
program is led by associate professor and
MU Extension specialist
David Schramm with
assistant professor
Chelsea Garneau-Rosner, both from the MU
Department of Human
Development and Family Science. "Helping
these families now will
help the next generation to have happy and
healthy relationships,"
Schramm says.

Accreditati on
Where Accreditation ls Due
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Mizzou's master's
program in library and
information science has
been accredited by the
American Library Association since the i966-67
academic year. So when
the ALA withdrew accreditation last July,
staff, faculty and alumni
were dismayed. MU LIS
appealed and was fully
re-accredited - but not
before taking steps to
modernize the program
with an expanded eleaming specialization, a
new interdisciplinary Digital Humanities Center and
a specialization in research data management and metrics. Just
in time for the program's
soth anniversary.

Scorebo ard
Mizzou's seed in
the 2016 NCAA Women's
Basketball Tournament,
the program's first trip
to the event in a decade.
The Tigers defeated BYU
78-69 March 19 for their
first tourney victory in
15 years but fell to Texas
73-55 March 21 in the
second round in Austin.

10 -

Lin es of Ch alk
+Senior Emily Crane plans
to play pro softball when
she graduates from Mizzou.
Below: A love of the game
shines through in the graphic-design major's artwork.

Emily Crane has always looked at things a little
differently, whether she's preternatura lly watching her bat connect with the softball or selecting
a color palette for an art project.
The senior All-SEC right fielder is currently
second in career batting average (.385) for the Tigers (No. 16 and 34-12 at press time) and on her
way to a career in graphic design.
Someday.
'"I'm open to seeing what's out
there in the field, but this summer
I hope to play professional softball," says Crane, who was drafted
by the Scrap Yard Dawgs (Conroe,
Texas) of the National Pro Fastpitch (NPF) league April 15, 2016.
'·I also plan to coach someday, so I
see myself more bringing my artwork with me into softball."
She has already combined the two
en route to her fine arts degree. She once emulated
artist LeRoy Neiman, for a school project, by recreating in pastels a photo of herself rounding third base.
"Neiman did a lot of art involving sports. animals
and bright colors," says Crane, who grew up on her
grandfather's farm in Troy; Missouri. "I love animals,
and I play sports, so I really related to his work.··

51.29 - Time in the
100-meter breast stroke
for junior Fabian Schwingenschlogl (Nuremberg,
Germany) earning him
the first national title in
Mizzou swimming and
diving history March
25, 2016, at the NCAA
Men's Swimming and
Diving Championships in
Atlanta. The men's team
finished a program-best
eighth at the championships, its first top-10
finish at the event.

Points scored in
2015-16 by guard Sophie
Cunningham (Columbia), good for second
among freshmen in Mizzou women's basket ball
history. The Associated
Press SEC Freshma n of
the Year, Cunningham
was the conference's
ioth-best scorer and
the only freshman in the
league's top 24
in points.

405 -

- Marcus Wilkins
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Factor had a category for singer-dancer-instrumentalists specializing in
traditional music, Irish performer Eimear Arkins would be a shoo-in for the
finals. Since fall 2014, Arkins has spent
her semesters studying for master's
degrees in law and journalism at MU.
But the native of Clare County, Ireland,
could as easily be found touring Europe or the United States, representing
....._ her home country as a performer.

Cultural Ambassador
Such is the push and pull of her life: In following
the call to educate audiences about Irish culture, she
must leave her beloved soil. But she is on a mission
because, as Americans' fixation with shamrocks and
a certain malty beer underscores, knowledge of Ireland is oversimplified to the point of cliche.
Arkins comes by her talent and cultural evangelism honestly enough. She hails from the small village of Ruan in rural Clare, a county that is a hub of
traditional Irish music. She started on stage at age 5,
when she won a traditional dancing competition. Before long, she was performing songs, dances and fiddle tunes for tourists. At about age g, she landed a job
with a tour company catering to Americans, says her
father, Joe Arkins. "They'd stay a number of nights
in Ennis, and make day trips to the Aran islands and
the Burren, and Eimear used to go along to teach the
kids songs and show them tunes on the tin whistle."
She was about the same age as her charges, Joe says.
"But by then she already knew so many songs. She
was like a sponge when it came to learning stuff."
By then it was also clear that Arkins loved to compete. "She always wanted to do her best," Joe says,
'"and to get there she would apply herself in a dedicated manner." It was also at age g that she won the first
of 10 all-Ireland music championship titles in various categories: English Singing, Irish Singing, Lilting, Fiddle Slow Airs, Miscellaneous Instruments
(in which she played viola) and conversation in Irish
(aka Gaelic).

World Stage
Arkins' resume keeps growing. Performance highlights from the past few years include tours in Europe
and the U.S. with: all-female super group Cherish the
Ladies; the National Folk Orchestra of Ireland: international music organization Comhaltas Ceolt6iri
Eireann; Ennis & Nenagh Singers Club; Maids of
Eireann; and Irish Rambling House. She has per-

Watch a video of Eimear Arkins performing.
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STUDENTS

formed for the past five seasons with Bru Boru and
was part of the troupe that represented Ireland at
World Expo 2010 in Shanghai. She also performed at
World Expo 2015 in Milan with St Louis Irish Arts.
Arkins has folkie star power, but she does not aspire
solely to take the stage. She attended University College Cork from 2009 to 2013 and earned an undergraduate law degree. Law, she says, is good preparation to
work in business or for large organizations, such as the
European Union. During those undergraduate years,
she moonlighted teaching traditional music at organizations in the city of Cork to people of all ages. In 2010,
she worked with the University College Cork Music
Department and Cork Arts Council on a pilot project
that introduced primary school children to Irish music.

Strat-Comm and Paddywhackery
With so many talents and so much experience, Arkins has options. But for now, she says, she has found
a good fit in the J-School's strategic communication
program. She also has enjoyed working in MOJO Ad,
a student-staffed agency that works with national advertisers to reach young audiences. Arkins plans to
finish her coursework in May and complete her thesis
in time to graduate in December.
The thesis will deal with the branding of her nation, especially through images (including cliches).
''There are so many images produced of our beautiful
landscapes and green fields," Arkins says. ''But there's
a lot more to us than red hair, freckles and Guinness."
Still, that's the sort of simplistic '·paddywhackery" Arkins met on her arrival in the U.S. Some would ask if
Ireland has Wi-Fi and if she got her first cell phone in
the U.S. "It got me thinking about the way we package
Ireland and how we entice tourists," Arkins says. "I'm
interested in the cultural symbols we use and how
that influences people's perceptions of Ireland and
Irish people."

Arts in Ireland
For all of that, Arkins' heart remains in travel and
performance. "Being an ambassador for Ireland is
something I enjoy. It's really cool to travel and meet
people, and I love being able to stand up there and
showcase my culture and what Ireland has to offer."
She has had many opportunities to do just that at festivals around the world.
Helen Gannon, an Irish expatriate living in St.
Louis, has seen Arkins' qualities up close. Gannon
founded and directs St. Louis Irish Arts, where Arkins regularly teaches music and traditional singing.
She calls Eimear the pure drop. "That's undiluted
Irish, 100 percent." M
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TIGE RS ARE SHO WIN G

MIZ ZOU SOM E LOV E
After a tumultuous fall semester marked by protests and resignations, the Mizzou community came together in the spring to reunite and refocus. Here's a peek at just a few things
Tigers are doing to bring us all together:

+Verna Rhodes, left,
associate professor
emerita of nursing,
greets Michael and
Millie Brown, donors
of a $2 million gift to
the Sinclair School
of Nursing.

1. We're making sound investments.
It's no secret that the university has grappled with
budget woes, funding threats and enrolhnent uncertainty in recent months. But Tigers who understand
the university's value to the state (see Page 17) are
putting smart money on Mizzou. The Mizzou: Our
Time to Lead campaign has raised $719 million toward our $1.3 billion funding goal, with $65 million
coming since October. And so far 2016 has seen a
surge in generosity. Jeanne and Rex Sinquefield announced a gift of more than $2 million for the Mizzou New Music Initiative. Barry Slayton, BS '70, and
Marge Slayton, BS '72, made a $2.65 million estate
gift to support beef genomics and nutrition research.
Michael and Millie Brown gave $2 million, and Richard Miller gave $1 million for a new Sinclair School
of Nursing academic building.
Gov. Jay Nixon, BA '78, JD '81,
and supporters in the legislature
allocated $5 million of the state
budget to help the Thompson
Center serve more people on the
autism spectrum. In April students rallied to raise money for
peers who were in danger of not
finishing their degrees because
they owed $2,000 or less each
in tuition; at press time, they'd
raised more than $12,000.
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2. We're robustly celebrating cultures.
Mizzou's reputation as a fun school is buoyed
by the likes of Fall Welcome festivities, the endof-the-semester Mizzou-A-Palooza and yearround off-the-charts sports fandom. That hasn't
changed. During the spring semester, though, the
label took on multicultural dimensions. International students threw a huge party in the Student
Center. The Cultural Association of India put on
the first MU India Day. Tigers celebrated the Chinese New Year, ringing in the Year of the Monkey. The newly revived Black Alumni Network
held events throughout the country. We assembled an impressive series of Black History Month
happenings highlighted by live music -jazz, hiphop, gospel - and movie screenings. We've held
Women's History Month gatherings, Pride Month
get-togethers and commencement celebrations.
Mizzou welcomes Tigers of all stripes, and everyone is invited to the party.
• Mizzou kicked off
the spring semester
with its first India Day
cultural celebration .
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Festival and the Sundance Film Festival as well
During the spring semester, administrators com- as earning the Southeastern Conference's Faculty
mitted to weekly open meetings and regularly Achievement Award. One was even named Inscheduled listening sessions. Provost Garnett dia's Person of the Year in Science - while living
Stokes has implemented traveling office hours. here in Columbia. Learn more about our awardInterim Chancellor Hank Foley is holding Fri- winning faculty at mizzoumag.com
day-afternoon Chats with the Chancellor. Interim Vice Chancellor Chuck Henson established 5. We're making big discoveries.
sessions to open lines of communication regard- Mizzou is a place for innovation and
ing diversity and inclusion. And of course, in big eureka moments. This academic
recent months, the Mizzou Alumni Association year, in Mizzou labs and facilities, rehas received hundreds of phone calls and emails searchers have made breakthroughs
from Tigers throughout the U.S. {maa@mizzou. and discoveries that can improve our
com, 800-372-6822). Keep them coming! If you're quality of life. Just a few examples:
Salman Hyder and his team discovon campus, stop by. All ears are open.
ered that compounds in a cholesterol-figh ting drug
can kill prostate cancer cells and that compounds
4. We're embracing - and rewarding in vegetables can reduce breast cancer risk. Silvia
awesome faculty.
Every spring since 1991, Mizzou and Commerce Jurisson and her team received a U.S. patent for a
Bank have surprised some of our favorite profes- new method that uses nuclear isotopes to target,
sors with the Kemper Fellowship for Teaching diagnose and treat cancer. Elizabeth Loboa and
Excellence, a $10,000 award that recognizes top her team figured out that textile-manufac turing
teaching and stellar mentorship. The 2016 fellows methods can be used to make human tissues.
are Mary Beck, JD '88 (law}, Sarah Bush (biology), Cheryl Rosenfeld, PhD '09, and her team discovRobert O'Connell {engineering), Earnest Perry, ered that a microbiome in the male reproductive
MA '95, PhD '98 (journalism) and Alexandra So- tract harboring harmful bacteria can cause reprocarides (English). We aren't the only people who ductive disorders. Jian Lin and his team develthink our professors are the best. This academic oped a laser-writing technique for making more
year, five MU faculty members were named fel- environmentally friendly microbatteries.
Mizzou is known for its collaborative environlows of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, three were named fellows of the ment. You don't become a 177-year-old instituNational Academy of Inventors. and one was in- tion without learning to work together, adapt to
ducted into the American Academy of Nursing. In change, and commit every day's work to the idea
the spring semester, our faculty won awards from that the Mizzou we leave to the next generation
the Kennedy Center American College Theater will be better for each of us having been here. M

3. We're listening.

... A cross-section
of seminal vesicles
in mice shows the
glands and fluid
where bacteria can
live. Research by
Cheryl Rosenfeld
could help prevent
reproductive disorders in men.

.- Commerce Bank
Chairman Jim Schatz
(back left) and Interim Chancellor Hank
Foley (right) surprise
journalism associate
professor Earnest
Perry with a $10,000
check. Perry is one of
five faculty members
to earn the 2016
Kemper Fellowship
for Teaching Excellence.
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Pedaler's .Jamboree
Every Memorial Day Weekend, more than
2,000 cyclists hit the trail for this bicycle and

music festival. Riders depart from downtown
Columbia and travel 30 miles on the MKT Trail
and Katy Trail to Boonville's Kemper Park,
pausing along the way for live music and
good food. Non-riders meet at the final destination, where more musical acts take the
main stage. Festival-goers camp at Kemper
Park or stay at nearby hotels before returning
Sunday. Last year, attendees came together
for a pancake breakfast and a yoga session
before heading back home - or down the
trail to Cooper's Landing for more music.
9 Bicyclists start at Flat Branch Park at
101 s. Fourth St. in Columbia. Non-riders
go to Kemper Park at 757 Third St. in
Boonville. Q May 28-29 • l\] $25 to $50
(. 573-234-4642 ·It- pedalersjamboree.com

First Fridays
Some Fridays feel like a
carnival, and others feel
like a nightclub. That's the
beauty of the North Village
Arts District's monthly art
crawl. The vibrant shops
and businesses - including a distillery, a yoga
studio, a coffee shop, a
ballet school, art studios
and multiple galleries open their doors to guests.
First Fridayers hear live
music, watch art demonstrations and mingle with
creative Columbians while
sipping wine and nibbling
on cheese.
Q Walnut Street from College Avenue to Ninth Street
and north to Rogers Street
0 6 to 9 p.m. the first
Friday of each month
m Free
northvillagearts district.org

It-

9th Street Summerfest
Celebrate summer with an
old-school block party and
outdoor concert series.
The Blue Note closes down
Ninth Street between
Broadway and Walnut, and
the block fills with fans.
Past musical acts have
included Edward Sharpe

and the Magnetic Zeros,
The Flaming Lips, Snoop
Dogg and Willie Nelson.
Spring shows by Cole Swindell and Kacey Musgraves
kicked off the 2016 series,
which continues with Billy
Currington May 20 and
Here Come the Mummies
June 4.
Q Ninth Street between
Broadway and Walnut
April to September
Free to $35
(. 573-874-1944
thebluenote.co m

m
It-

Boone Dawdle
If by mid-August you are
counting down the days
to March's True/False Film
Fest, strap on your bike
helmet and pedal 16 miles
along the Katy Trail to
Les Bourgeois Vineyards
in Rocheport. Trailside
surprises are stationed
along the way, and at the
destination guests are
treated to a local-food
dinner, live music and an
outdoor screening of a

systems, edible landscaping
and composting.
Q Columbia Center for Urban Agriculture Urban Farm,
1209 Smith St.
0 3 to 8 p.m. Oct. 8
$10 suggested donation,
$10 biergarten access

Q Stephens Lake Park, 2300

(. 573-514-4174
columbiaurbana g.org

(. 573-442-5862
rootsnbluesnbb q.com

m
It-

E. Walnut St.
Sept. 30-0ct. 2
$45-$70 for one day;
$99-$135 for a three-day
weekend pass; $250 -$525
for premium passes, with all
the fixin's

0

m

It-

documentary.

Q Bicyclists start at Flat
Art in the Park
Started in 1959, Art in
the Park is the oldest and
largest fine arts festival
in mid-Missouri. But the
art isn't limited to paintings
and sketches at this
outdoor bazaar. Visitors
can find sculpture, glass
work, ceramics, scarves,
jewelry, photography and
even creative topiary.
Hosted by the Columbia
Art League, the festival
also features a kids' art
spot, live music and a
food court. And if the
summer sun gets too hot,
art lovers can take a dip in
the lake.
Q Stephens Lake Park, 100
Old 63 North
0 June 4-5
Free
(. 573-443-8838
artintheparkcol umbia.org

m
It-

Branch Park at 101 S.
Fourth St. in Columbia.
Non-riders go to Les
Bourgeois Vineyards at
14020 W. Highway Bb in
Rocheport.
Q Aug. 13
m $65 to $85
(. 573-442-8783
truefalse.org/d awdle

It-

Harvest Hootenanny
What started as a student
project organized under
Sustain Mizzou in 2008
has morphed into the
Columbia Center for Urban
Agriculture. At the annual
harvest celebration, nearly
a thousand people visit
the 1.3-acre urban farm
to enjoy a Missouri-raised
meal, live music, a beer
and wine garden, and kids'
games. Community members learn about the farm's
sustainable local food

Artrageous Weekends

Roots H Blues H BBQ
This year's gathering of
blues, barbecue and brews
marks the 10th anniversary
of the festival American
Blues Scene Magazine called
"one of the most prominent
festivals in the country."
The nearly 30,000 people
who attended last year
couldn't agree more. The
2016 lineup includes the
Avett Brothers, St. Paul and
the Broken Sones, Grace
Potter, the Blind Boys of
Alabama, Jason Isbell, Ben
Folds, Blues Traveler ...
Need we go on? And don't
even get us started on the
food trucks.

A biannual take on the First
Friday gallery crawl concept, Artrageous Weekends
occur in October and April
and expand the fun deeper
into downtown and longer
into the weekend. Restaurants and shops become
art galleries and music
venues. A stroll through an
alley becomes a guerilla art
encounter. A Saturday afternoon with the kids becomes
a family craft workshop.
Top off the weekend with a
Sunday bluegrass breakfast
or jazz brunch.
Where: Columbia's Down town Business District
O Friday through Sunday

mFree
martrageousweekends@
gmail.com

It- artrageousweekends.org

Heritage Festival & Craft Show

If you long for the good ol' days when cowboys started fires with flint and cooked
from their chuck wagons, see history come alive as Nifong Park is transformed into
a 19th-century homestead. Shop for traditional handmade wares, watch historical
re-enactments, visit a Lewis and Clark replica campsite, and watch American Indian
drumming and dancing.
QNifong Park, 3700 Ponderosa St.
O 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sept. 17-18
m Free
(. 573-874-7460
gocolumbiamo .com

It-
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Pinnacles Park
Drive 12 miles north of town
on U.S. 63, turn right, and go
back 250 million years. That's
where you'll find Boone County
Pinnacles Youth Park, an
amazing geographic reservoir
of ancient sea-creature fossils
and limestone rock formations.
Hike one of several trails to see
the namesake rock formation,
a 125-foot-long "shelving rock"
overhang; babbling brooks; and
the beautiful, collaborative artwork of wind, water and time.

=
MKT Nature and Fitness Trail
Motorists have their interstates. But the feeling that the road ahead can take
you anywhere is one few running-trai l enthusiasts get to experience. Columbians are lucky.
Opened in 1982, the MKT is an 8.9-mile sinew of crushed limestone that
joins Columbia runners and cyclists to the rest of the state. Since 2001, the
MKT has connected to the 240-mile Katy Trail, which runs from suburban
St. Louis to Clinton, Missouri, 75 miles southeast of Kansas City.
But the city parks department is also looking inward: the history of the
60-mile trail system has been one of constant expansion. New in 2016 is the
Grindstone Creek Trail, which connects Maguire Boulevard near the Regal
Cinema to Waters-Moss Memorial Wildlife Area. Next is the extension of
the Hominy Creek Trail past I-70 to Clark Lane. Not content to stop there,
the city is pursuing an ambitious master plan that calls for a 30-mile trail
loop, half completed, which would encircle the city.

Shelter Gardens

Peace Park

Tucked into the north end of
the Shelter Insurance corporate headquarters campus,
this s-acre botanical garden
offers an oasis of idyllic
scenery. The gardens contain more than 300 varieties
of trees and shrubs, and
more than 15,000 annual
and perennial flowers. Bring
your lawn chair on Sunday
evenings in June and July for
the 4oth season of the Shelter Gardens Concert Series.
Admission is always free .

Just a short walk north
from the Columns is this
peaceful enclave, perfect
for study, reflection, painting, preschool streambed
exploration, drum practices,
peace rallies, festivals, hula
hooping, walking, napping,
sunbathing, picnicking almost anything. Take a
quick time-out from your
day, grab a spot on a bench
or on the grass, and enjoy
this eclectic urban park.

Stephens Lake Park
Purchased by the City of Columbia from Stephens College in 2001 for $7
million, Stephens Lake Park is a 127-acre public refuge just east of downtown. This urban gem is replete with a splash park, playgrounds, picnic
pavilions, a waterfall, an amphitheate r and, of course, a lake, in which
you can swim, kayak and fish. One of 67 city parks. Stephens Lake Park
is a mainstay among the city's outdoor venues, playing host to the raucous Roots N Blues N BBQ Festival, Columbia Art League's Art in the
Park and the Stephens Lake Amphitheat er Concert Series.

Mizzou Botanic Garden
Reachable by car (via Old
Plank or Burr Oak roads)
or foot or bicycle (via the
Katy Trail), this 4,431-acre
wetland is home to 10 miles
of stream bed; 17 shallow pools; 1,100 acres of
marshes; tracts of cropland,
savanna and glades; stunning
autumn colors; and a habitat
for migrating and wintering
birds as well as permanent
wildlife. Amenities include
a hiking trail, parking lots,
restrooms, a scenic overlook

All of Mizzou blossoms each
spring as the campus-asbotanic-garden bursts to
vibrant, colorful life. Established in 1999 under Chancellor Richard Wallace, the
garden now has 11 thematic
garden selections and seven
special garden collections,
many of which were created
through the generosity of
alumni. Maps for self-guided
tours are available in the
Reynolds Alumni Center.
Guided tours are available
for groups of six or more;

and hunting blinds.

call 573-882-1830.

Eagle Bluffs
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Flat Branch Pub & Brewing
115 S. Fifth St.
Established in 1994, this microbrewery's patio is one of Co Mo's
most popular outdoor-dining locations, with a collective canopy
of umbrellas creating a comfortably shady spot even on the hottest Missouri summer days. The
pub occupies a brick warehouse
that once housed a Hudson car
dealership, inspiration for the
beer name "Oil Change Stout.''
Lush outdoor plantings and ivy
enliven the hardscape, while the
12 house-brewed beers on tap

Shakespeare's Pizza
220 S. Eighth St

The Roof at the
Broadway Hotel
1111 E. Broadway
At seven stories above
downtown Columbia's east
end, The Roof offers a spectacular view of the city's
bustling main drag. The
two-year-old venue boasts
stylish fire pits on chilly evenings, huge high-definition
TVs for keeping an eye on
the Tigers, tasty small-plate
fare and tlatbreads, and
sleek, modern decor. Comfortable lounge seating encourages happy-hour chats
- often with fellow-alumni
hotel guests. On Friday and
Saturday nights the rooftop
patio and adjacent indoor
bar fill with revelers, and the
night air fills with DJ-spun
dance tunes or the swinging
riffs of a live jazz ensemble.

North Village Arts
District
Located in the northeast
section of downtown Columbia, this trendy neighborhood offers multiple outdoor
spots to nosh and imbibe.
Ernie's Cafe and Steakhouse
(1005 E. Walnut) has been a
Co Mo breakfast favorite for
more than 75 years, and right

around the corner Cafe Berlin
(220 N. ioth St.) provides
"fresh rad creative dining."
Fretboard Coffee (1013 E
Walnut St.) and Dogmaster
Distillery (210 St. James St.)
offer house-roasted java and
handcrafted spirits, respectively - and each features a
storefront garage door that's
open when the weather's nice.

3304 W. Broadway

3911 Peachtree Drive

The iconic pizza parlor added locations to CoMo's west side in 2003 and
south side 2012. When owners announced on April Fools Day 2015 that
the downtown restaurant at the corner of Elm and Ninth would temporarily relocate while the original building was razed and rebuilt, many
locals thought it was a joke. After all, these are the same folks who concocted the "Found: Cat" spot in the Ad Sheet. The new "old" structure
will reopen in August 2016 in the ground floor of a seven-story apartment building. Meanwhile, the downtown Shakespeare's has settled into
its temporary home one block west at Eighth and Elm. All three Shakespeare's locations feature cozy outdoor seating.

Ninth Street
Sidewalks
Ninth Street between Walnut
Street and University Avenue
When the weather warms
up, Ninth Street businesses
find a little extra space on
their sidewalks for tables and
chairs. Sip coffee and nibble
on snacks outside Kaldi's,
Lakota, Coffee Zone or Starbucks. Try Mexican food from
La Siesta or Mexican fusion
from 44 Canteen. Sample
Middle Eastern fare in front
of International Cafe. Eat
healthy soups and salads by
Ingredient or Main Squeeze,
or try rice and noodle dishes
at Thai Express or Noodles
& co. After your meal, stop
by Sparky's for dessert, or
hit Top io Wines, 9th Street
Public House or International Tap House for a night cap.

Glenn's Cafe
29 S. Eighth St.
In the shadow of the Tiger Hotel,
the metropolitan view from the
sidewalk seating at Glenn's Cafe
might make you forget you're in a
college town. Since about i939,
the New Orleans-style restaurant
has moved around - from a
Highway 40 (now Business Loop)
gas station; to the northwest corner of Ninth and Cherry (now Kaldi's Coffee) to the Hotel Frederick
in downtown Boonville, Missouri.
In March 2015, the owners turned
a pair of curbside parking spaces
into the perfect place to enjoy the
restaurant's Cajun cuisine during
lunch hour or Sunday brunch. In
May 2015, the Tiger Hotel added
to its west side The Industry, an
outdoor patio and live-music
venue for the after-dark crowd.
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GALLERY: BONES

i.

Pig (Sus scrofa domestica)

2.

Turtle (Order Testudines)

3. Opossum (Didelphis marsupialis) 4. Goat skull (Capra hircus)
Page 33: Mountain lion (Fe/is concolor)

Page 32: Asian elephant (Elephas maximus)
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5. Miniature horse fore limb (Equus cabal/us)

6. Catfish {Order Siluriformes)

7. Chicken {Gallus gal/us domesticus)

8. Ox {Bos taurus)
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Seven years into its commitment to a carbon-neutral campus, Mizzou has cut greenhouse
gas emissions by 43 percent and become the biggest on-campus producer of renewable
energy of any American university. By Erik Potter. Photos by Nicholas Benner

SUSTAINABILI TY

The first Mizzou power plant began heating and
powering campus in 1892. During the first century of an electrified university, considerable effort
went toward generating ever-increasing amounts
of energy, but less focus was given to how efficiently that power was used in campus buildings.
In 1990, however, campus leaders decided that
energy was too important - and too expensive to waste. They established a formalized energy conservation program. It started small, with swapping
out inefficient light bulbs and fixtures for their highefficiency counterparts. Then it expanded to upgraded heating, ventilation and air-conditioning systems.
Each improvement reduced energy use for
that year and every year thereafter, creating a cumulative effect that built rapidly over time. Eventually, the annual energy savings were more than
enough to pay for the next year's upgrades.
The first 25 years of the program saved $71.2 million worth of energy. The decreased energy demand
also has delayed the need to invest in additional generating capacity. The combined cost avoidance and
energy savings now amounts to $8.9 million annually. That translates to $254 per student.
Mizzou has reduced its energyuse by 20 percent per
square foot since 1990. The university now uses less energy than any of its peer institutions and 31 percent less
than the average comparable university as reported by
the independent benchmarking company Sightlines.
By 2008, the focus was back on power generation.
At the time, the MU Power Plant generated fully 95
percent of its electricity from coal. Even when the
plant bought energy from outside, which was about a
quarter of the time, 81 percent of it was coal-derived.
"It was clear we needed to change our paradigm,"
says Ken Davis, energy management assistant director who heads up power plant operations.
Once again, Mizzou plotted a sustainability
overhaul. In 2009, the campus joined the American College and University Presidents Climate

2008 Power Plant Fuel Mix
•

coal

•

natural
gas

•

t ire-derived
fuel

•

biomass

Mizzou's
energy use is
31 percent
Lower, on
average,
than its peer
institutions.
(Peers include Indiana,
Iowa State, Michigan
State. Northwestern,
Purdue. Ohio State, Penn
State, Illinois. Michigan
and Minnesota.) Source:
Sightlines Benchmark
Building Energy survey

2016 Power Plant Fuel Mix
•

coal

•

natural
gas

•

biomass
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Fueling the Future
Moving people and goods around is a dirty business. Transportation accounts for 27 percent of
U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. Most of that is
from carbon dioxide released by cars and trucks.
In response, the U.S. Department of Energy
launched the EV Everywhere challenge, in 2012,
to spur the country's electric vehicle industry, cut
pollution and reduce reliance on oil. The challenge is to make electric cars as affordable in
2022 as gas cars were in 2012.
Mizzou is answering that challenge.
Last fall, the program awarded MU Engineering
Professor Yangchuan "Chad" Xing a three-year,
$2.2 million grant to design an improved method
for producing materials for lithium-ion batteries the same batteries that power laptops and smart
phones. Mizzou was the only academic institution
to receive a grant in materials manufacturing.
One shortcoming of current batteries is that
manufacturing them is water intensive.
The batteries work by passing electrons
between two components - the cathode and
anode - that have opposite electric charges.
The cathode is typically made of metal oxide. The
anode is typically made of graphite.
Traditionally, manufacturing metal oxide calls for
dissolving salt precursors in purified water to create
a slurry, which is then converted to metal oxide,
filtered and baked at high temperature until dry.
In contrast, Xing's process uses biomass to
dissolve the precursors, which are then burned in
a high-temperature flame, producing a dry, useable powder.
Eliminating water as an input reduces cost and
makes the process easier to scale, which further
lowers costs.
"The important point is not just that it's
cheaper," Xing says. "Water is a big thing these
days. [The traditional process] is going to waste
millions of tons of water."
Xing's five-year goal is to develop a product that
outperforms current batteries at half the cost.

Commitment, pledging to reduce greenhouse gas emissions involved in
heating, cooling and powering campus offices and classrooms. Mizzou has
since added specific targets to that commitment, pledging in 2015 to cut
greenhouse gas emissions by 50 percent, halfway to our goal of becoming
carbon neutral by 2050.
Since then, Mizzou has invested in a wind turbine, photovoltaic solar
panels, water-heating solar-thermal technology and, most prominently,
the first large-scale biomass boiler in the state. It has also made wind energy a much bigger component of the outsourced electricity it purchases.
Today, coal makes up only 37 percent of the energy production on
campus. Natural gas is 43 percent, and renewable biomass is 20 percent.
Using sustainably resourced biomass, Mizzou now generates more renewable energy on its campus than any other university in the country
and has cut greenhouse gas emissions by 43 percent.
Vigilance is the watchword moving forward - always looking for new
and better ways to generate and use energy more efficiently.
"Our conservation program is continuously evolving as technology
evolves," Davis says. "If you'd asked me a few years ago if we were done
upgrading lighting, I would have said yes. But now with newer LED
lighting technologies, we're installing even more efficient lighting.''

Biomass Boiler
The journey to biomass as a primary fuel for the plant began in 2oo8 when the university decided to decommission an aging coal-fired boiler. Extensive research and
a desire to move away from fossil fuels led the university to choose a biomass-fed
boiler design with a bubbling-fluidized-bed. The $75 million mammoth came online in late 2012 and took about a year to reach full generation capacity. It consumes
100,000 tons of regionally and sustainably sourced wood residues each year.
38 MIZZOUMAGAZINE.COM

Co unti ng More Chi cke ns

... Clockwise from top left: Solar thermal panels help preheat boiler makeup water. An
auger at the bottom of each biomass silo begins the process of feeding the fuel to the
boiler. Inside the biomass boiler, the temperature is 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit. Lead operator Mark Koskela works in the power plant's control room. Larry Byrd, from Auxvasse,
Missouri, empties a trailer full of biomass fuel. Heat taken from this natural gas turbine is
used to drive a steam turbine for additional electricity production.

Photovoltaic
Solar panels line the rooftop of both the MU Power Plant and MU Research
Reactor. The power plant has 144 panels (enou gh to power four homes), and
the research reactor has 10 panels. Installed in 2012, the panel arrays h elp
meet MU power needs, and they serve as demonstration projects for stu dents
and faculty to learn firsthand how to apply solar technology in Missouri.

Solar Thermal
Mizzou's power plant is a combined cooling, heat and power system. The boilers
produce steam, some of which powers the electric turbine and some of which
is piped to campus to heat buildings. Most of this steam condenses to water an d
returns to the plant, but some is lost. The lost steam m ust be replaced with new
water. In 2014, Mizzou installed nearly 500 solar th ermal rods th at capture the
heat of the sun to warm the make-up water, redu cing reliance on th e boilers.

Leon Schumacher's 2010 U.S. Department of
Energy grant was intended to improve the energy
efficiency of Missouri's dairy, swine and poultry
fa rmers. He suspected he cou ld help farmers raise
better poultry as well, but when he looked at the
data, his eyes popped .
As part of the three-year grant, Schumacher,
professor of agricultural systems management, and
Brian Robertson , instructor of agricultural systems
management, conducted 254 farm energy audits.
The 153 qualifying farms received better insulation,
better-sealing doors, new attic ventilation systems,
dimmable LED lighting and other upgrades.
Sure enough , the upgrades cut average energy
costs by 20 to 35 percent.
But after the grant was done, when he was looking at what the farms produced before and after
the upgrades, Schumacher saw that the efficiency
improvements weren't just cutting costs; they
were boosting revenue.
Better insulation in the poultry barns kept the hot
summer air out. Better ventilation, especially in the
attic, kept the inside air moving. All of this meant
that the barns had less ammonia in the air, wh ich
had a dramatic effect on the chickens' health . The
birds ate the same amount of feed but reached
market weight a full week sooner than usual. Death
from disease dropped from 5 percent to 2 percent.
Americans love ch icken . In the U.S., more poultry is eaten than either beef or pork (though not
all red meat put together), and Missouri is a leading chicken producer, growing nearly 450 million
chickens per year, the seventh-most in the nation.
But profit margins in the poultry business are
slim . By shortening the growth cycles from eight
weeks to seven, farmers can fit an extra cycle in
each year. And with more birds from each cycle
making it to market, an average poultry farmer
could potentially increase annual production from
900,000 to i million birds, all while cutting the
energy bill by 20 percent.

Wind Power
Installed in 2012 at Stadiu m Boulevard and Ch ampions Drive, Mizzou's 98foot w ind turbine gen erates up to 20,000 watts of electricity, en ou gh to power two-and-a-half homes. Similar to th e solar panel arrays, th e generation
capacity is limited, but the edu cational capacity is great. The pole is h inged.
meaning that the entire tower can be lowered to the ground for student tou rs
and maintenance. M
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THE CAS E

An academic veterinary medical center, with
its array of specialists in medicine, surgery,
neonatology and animal behavior, is ideally
suited to write this story's happy ending.
By Dale S mith • Photos by S hane Epping

At least at the start, May was a happy month for Susan Werner, a great lover of horses. Her mare Davina was about to foal
on a 100-acre property near St. Louis. Davina's offspring was to
be named Ren, and if the genetics proved genial, he would possess ample grace and power for a career in jumping and dressage competition.
Then the day came in early May. Werner left home on her
way to work. During the drive, the farm caretaker called with
news that Davina was getting ready to foal - she was restless,
sweating and streaming milk - and if Werner wanted to see
the birth, she should get there fast. The veterinarian was on
his way, as well. A few minutes later, Werner got another call.
Davina had been rolling in her stall and gotten "cast" against
the wall. She had a hard time getting up, and although the caretaker was able to move her, she kept rolling and risked getting
cast again. Werner gave permission to move Davina outside.
"When I arrived at the barn, it was pretty clear Davina was in
pain, and even though this would be her first foal, she was act-

-+Ren, now a healthy 1-year-old gambolling at Stonebridge Farm in Luebbering,
Missouri, had a complicated birth requiring surgery at MU's Veterinary Health
Center. His well being also owes much to an adoption orchestrated there.
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t Above, from left: During

Ren's birth and first few
days of life, he relied on
MU's specialists in surgery, internal medicine
and animal behavior. Ren
with adoptive mother
Ubiquitous. Ren (background) with biological
mother Davina.

ing more distressed than normal," Werner says.
The vet came shortly, and it soon became clear
Davina needed more care than he could deliver
on the farm. They would take her to MU's Veterinary Health Center.
Although Werner was right that Davina was
soon to foal, it turned out that the mare also had
colic, a catch-all term for certain gastrointesti nal
ailments to which horses are prone. This was
troublesome news. A round of medication did not
help, and Davina was soon an emergency case.
Before it was all over, mother and foal would need
the combined expertise of four veterinary specialties to survive.

"Now you are playing a relatively dangerous game," Volkmann says. "If you don't feed the foal enough, it might
become weak and collapse. This can happen very quickly,
so we had to feed Ren just enough to keep him going but
not so much that he would have no interest in the udder."
At the hospital, Dorothy Whelchel, assistant
teaching professor of equine medicine, evaluated
Davina. The mare, still in abdominal pain, rolled
and stamped and twitched and would not be consoled. Even with pain medication, Davina's discomfort persisted, and her heart raced. Whelchel
started to think Davina may have a twisted intestine, one possible cause of colic. But, she says,
"You can't fix that with medication." The problem
was getting worse. After consulting with surgeons
and reproductive experts, Whelchel told Werner
her mare needed surgery to correct the problem.
Operating on a mare near full-term is risky for
mother and child. The fetus may sense its mother's
distress, and delivery could commence during the
procedure. Or, the surgical team might discover
that the uterus and its 200 pounds of cargo prevent
repair of the intestine. If so, they'd have to cut open
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the uterus and perform an emergency Cesarean
section to deliver Ren before moving on to correcting the cause of the colic. C-sections routinely go
well in humans, but the procedure is risky for foals.
So a question was put to Werner: If problems arise
in surgery; should the team prioritize the life of the
mare or the foal? Her answer left little room for error. She insisted that surgeons emerge from the operating room with a healthy mother and offspring.
Three teams - surgery, anesthesia and medicine - were on duty when Davina went into the
operating room. Unfortunatel y, the uterus did
block surgeons' path to the colic, which turned
out to be a piece of small intestine trapped between the stomach and spleen. Shannon Reed,
teaching professor of equine surgery, performed
the Cesarean section to deliver Ren and correct
Davina's colic. As soon as Ren was delivered, the
medical team stabilized the foal.
Although the delivery went well, that bit of
good fortune was short-lived. The next day, Davina rejected Ren. Because the foal arrived by
Cesarean section, Davina experienced neither
vaginal birth nor its accompanyin g cascade of
hormonal events, which do much to unite mother
and child. Ren was, in effect, an orphan.
Plenty of methods exist for feeding an orphan
foal. In one creative approach, a lactating goat is
taught to hop up on a straw bale to achieve proper
elevation for nursing the equine baby. Or, humans
can spend a great deal of time and energy bottlefeeding foals formulated milk replacement and
otherwise serving as mother. But this is fraught
with problems, says Dietrich Volkmann. teaching
professor of theriogenolo gy (reproduction ).
Bottle-feedin g procedures rest on well-established science, he says. But a horse raised by a
human is, behaviorally speaking, not a horse. ''It
thinks it's one of us. Because horses eventually
grow quite large, they become dangerous when
they try to play their games with us. their fellow
beings," he says. "For example, when foals play

with each other, they buck and they kick. They'll just enough to keep him going but not so much
play that same game with you, and you may be- that he would have no interest in the udder."
Step four: When the time was right, Volkmann
come accidental damage." Setting boundaries is
a problem, too. "We humans are not prepared to put Ubiquitous in a stall, facing Ren, who stood in
kick the foal like the mare would, as if to say, 'No, the arms of a caretaker.
Volkmann commenced a simulated birth by
you are out ofline, you must never do that again.'"
Ren faced physical risks as well. Because Da- stimulating Ubiquitous' vagina, which triggered
vina rejected him, he missed some of the first few her milk flow. He also manipulated her cervix,
days of mother's milk containing colostrum and which releases the hormone oxytocin to induce
its multitudinous antibodies that normally trans- mothering behavior.
"Suddenly," Volkmann says, "Ubiquitous nickfer protection against infectious disease to the foal.
ered, which is very maternal speak. When she did
What would become of poor orphaned Ren?
Volkmann knew a procedure that just might that, we brought Ren a little closer. Then we guided
do the trick. Earlier in his academic career, he Ren to the udder. Once foals taste that milk and get
worked at Cornell University with a colleague hooked on it, then we've got a mare and a foal. It's
who pioneered a sort of adoption process for hors- perfect. This one went according to the textbook."
Elapsed time in the stall: About 10 minutes.
es. It could work for Ren.
Volkmann says this procedure is performed
Step one: Find a mare who had nursed a foal at
least once in her life and who was available now perhaps 50 times a year, almost exclusively in the
to adopt Ren. Retired mares are common enough, aid of orphaned thoroughbred foals worth hunand Werner quickly found Ubiquitous for the job. dreds of thousands of dollars.
But the procedure need not be reserved for poStep two: Phone an equine pharmacy in Kentucky, a stronghold of racehorse breeding, and tential winners of the triple crown. "We simulatorder a set of hormones to prepare Ubiquitous' ed the hormonal profile of pregnancy," Volkmann
udder for lactation. Within a few days, Ubiqui- says. 'And, voila, we can fake pregnancy, and we
tous was hormonally transformed into a pregnant can fake birth, and then we can fake motherhood.
That has tremendous teaching value. I get goosehorse, except she had no fetus.
Step three: Early on the day of the adoption bumps thinking of it.
"Plus," he says, "it's easy. Anybody who is
procedure, Volkmann ordered that Ren's feedings
be withheld so he would be hungry for Ubiqui- comfortable doing reproductive work on horses
tous' milk. ''Now you are playing a relatively dan- - which means being on the wrong end of the
gerous game," he says. ''If you don't feed the foal horse, the kicking end - can do this. The first
enough, it might become weak and collapse. This time, I read a half-page instruction and did it. It
can happen very quickly, so we had to feed Ren worked then and has never failed." M

... Ren with owner
Susan Werner.
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EVERY GREAT PITCHER
HAS ONE. THERE'S RANDY
UOHNSON'S SCOWL. BOB
GIBSON'S GLARE. NOLAN
RYAN'S GLOWER. IN ADDliflON TO Fl ERY FASTBALLS
AND SLUGG ER-STUPEFYING
SLIDERS, EACH OF BASEBALL'S BEST HURLERS HAS
A SIGNATURE STARE FROM
60 FEET, 6 INCHES AWAY.
~MAX

SCHERZE R,

HOWEVER, HAS A GENETIC
ADVANTAGE. THE WASHINGTON NATIONALS ACE
HAS HETEROCHROMIA
IRIDUM, A HARMLESS (IN
HIS CASE) CONDITION
RESULTING IN ONE BLUE
EYE AND ONE BROWN EYE.
IT'S THE LAST TH ING MANY
HITTERS SEE BEFORE
WHIFFING AND DEJECTEDLY STROLL! NG BACK TO
THE DUGOUT.

• Former Mizzou pitcher Max Scherzer's heterochromia iridum, different colored eyes, gives the fireballer an unusual
look from the mound. The St. Louis native became one of
the NCAA's most dominant hurlers during his three-year
college career. Scherzer adopted his dogs Rafi (left) and Bo,
who like her owner, has one brown eye and one blue eye.
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"I joke that the blue eye is slow-mo and the brown one is high definition," says Scherzer, Bus '06. "During replay situations, I say, 'You don't
need to look at the video, guys; he was out.' "
Scherzer might seem intense while peering homeward from the
mound, but his teammates and coaches say he balances his ''Mad Max"
persona with a fun-loving side. As Mizzou's ace in 2005, he took Big 12
Pitcher of the Year honors while leading the conference in ERA (1.86)
and strikeouts (131), a total that broke a 14-year-old school record. The
following season, he placed second in the league in ERA (2.25) and
helped propel the underdog Tigers to the super-regional round of the
NCAA Tournament.
"From about the third or fourth start of his sophomore year (2005) to
the end of the season, I can honestly tell you he is the best college pitcher
I have ever seen," says 22-year Mizzou Coach Tim Jamieson, who also
has coached the USA Baseball Collegiate National Team. "We were playing really good teams, and they couldn't get the bat on him. You just don't
see that in college games with aluminum bats."
The 31-year-old Scherzer has been cultivating that pitching prowess
for nearly three decades, according to his dad.
"We played in the basement when he was 2, and he could hit and throw
the ball even back then," says Brad Scherzer, BS BA '76. "I remember
coming home from work when he was 4 or 5, and he'd be waiting there
with a bat and ball, ready to go."

TRUE TIGER
Sch erzer grew up in Chesterfield, Missouri, where his dad and mom, Jan
Scherzer, BS Ed '76, and multiple alumni aunts and uncles instilled Mizzou pride. An academic whiz and a football, baseball and basketball star
at Parkway Central High School, Scherzer was sold on black and gold
despite offers from other schools, including Stanford. He was even selected in the late rounds of the amateur draft by the hometown St. Louis
Cardinals, but the timing wasn't right.
"Mizzou put together the best package," Scherzer says. "A winning
baseball team, a good education and having a lot of fun."
Scherzer struggled with limited playing time his freshman year, a season he still regards as one of the most difficult of his baseball career. But
Tony Vitello, a former Mizzou pitching coach who is now an assistant
coach and recruiting coordinator at SEC-rival Arkansas, and Scott Bird,
Mizzou director of baseball strength and conditioning, developed Scherzer's mind and muscle. The coaches also assigned Scherzer to play in a
summer league in 2004 with the La Crosse (Wisconsin) Loggers, a collegiate developmental team.
"He was a really good hitter, almost to the point where he wanted to"
play outfield, Vitello says. "But my concern, and Coach Jamieson's, was
if this guy hurts himself on the bases, it's going to be a disaster for us because he is going to be such a talent on the mound."
Scherzer credits Bird for a weight-room mindset the pitcher has carried to the big leagues. He attacks his training regimen with the same
tenacity he employs when facing opposing hitters.
"The physical aspect is also a mental aspect - you have to train every
single day and push your body to the limit,"' Scherzer says. "You don't just
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Scherzer threw two
no-hitters for the Washington Nationals in 2015.
He struck out 10 Pirates
on June 20, for a 6-o
shutout, then fanned 17
Mets on Oct. 3, to lead
the Nats to a 2-0 win.

T

go into the weight room and just kind of get your
work done. You go in there with an attitude that
you're going to absolutely push yourself."
Scherzer also learned from Vitello a technique Mizzou pitchers call "A3P," which stands for "after three
pitches." It's a hyper-focused strategy aimed at controlling the count after the first three pitches of an at-bat.
"He was absolutely relentless when it came
to throwing first-pitch strikes," says Rick
Knapp, one of Scherzer's pitching coaches
with the Detroit Tigers and the current pitching coordinator for the Los Angeles Dodgers'
minor league system. "His goal was to lead the
league in that category.''

THE MAJORS
The Arizona Diamondbacks selected Scherzer
with the 11th-overall pick of the 2006 MLB draft,
making him the first Tiger to go in the first round
and Mizzou's highest-ever selection at the time.
He rose quickly through the minor leagues and
was n amed Arizona's rookie of the year in 2008
after posting a 3.05 ERA in 16 appearances.
When a trade landed him in Detroit, Scherzer
took his game to yet another level. In the 2012 World
Series, Scherzer pitched game four - in 30-degree
temperatures and snow flurries - a moment Brad
ranks among his proudest as a father. Detroit lost to
the San Francisco Giants in the series, but Scherzer followed it with a season for the ages.
In 2013, he was the first pitcher to start a campaign 12-0 for Detroit, a franchise with a storied
pitching legacy that includes Hal Newhouser,
Denny McLain and many other stars. He was the
majors' only 20-game winner that year, with a
league-leading 2.90 ERA and a career-high 240
strikeouts. Scherzer's stellar season earned him
the 2013 American League Cy Young Award; he
received 28 of 30 first-place votes.
In 2015, the Nationals lured Scherzer with one of
the richest contracts in the sport's history - $210
million over seven years. Scherzer repaid baseball
fans in the nation's capital with another career high
in strikeouts (276) and two no-hitters, making him
the first American League pitcher to notch a pair
during the regular season since Nolan Ryan in 1973.
"How elite is Max? How many No. 1 pitchers
are there in the majors?" says Knapp, explaining
Scherzer's status among the cream of the crop.
"Every team has one chronologically, but that
doesn't mean they're a true No. 1. For the sake of
argument, let's say there are 30 - there might be
a couple teams with two and a couple of teams
Urnl do n 't h avo any. WPll, it look 1G y Pars of d r afts

to get those 30."

FAMILY AND FRIENDS
'Th<' S c-h(' l"ZC'r rarnily n1ai ntni n s a str on

hon d

through baseball, and Brad and Jan travel the
country to nttc:md Mnx's biggest games. In addition to the World Series, they have witnessed their

son's major league debut; his tart in the 9 013 Alltar Game in New York; several spring trainings;
and h is first no-hitter, which happened Father's
Day weekend in Washington, D.C.
Scherzer still counts numerous college teammates among his closest friends, including Mizzou
as istant coaches J .C. Field, the Tigers' catcher
in 2005- 06, and former All-American outfielder
Hunter Mense. In fact, Scherzer is so dedicated to
4
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Tigers Afield
Mizzou's baseball
program has produced
its share of professionalgrade talent . Check out
this list of former Tigers
currently in the major
and minor leagues and
their respective MLB
organizations.
*Aaron Crow
Chicago Cubs
Peter Fairbanks
Texas Rangers
Eric Garcia
Atlanta Braves
* Kyle Gibson
Minnesota Twins
Brett Graves
Oakland Athletics
* Ian Kinsler
Detroit Tigers
Josh Lester
Detroit Tigers
• Ryan Lollis
San Francisco Giants
* Brett Nicholas
Texas Rangers
Andrew Schwaab
New York Yankees
Keaton Steele
Minnesota Twins
• Matt Stites

Arizona Diamondback s
* N ic k Te pesch

Texas Range rs
B@n Turner

San Francisco Giants
Breck in Williams

Arizona Diamondbacks

his alma mater's athletics program that he wore a bullpen sessions,., says Field of his former battery
sticker on h is sweatshirt boasting the fin al score, mate, wh o h olds an oth er little-kn own team re41-26, of Mizzou football's win against Georgia in cord - for scarfing three Chipotle burritos in on e
2013 during the press conferen ce of an American sitting. That com petitive drive '·was someth in g
th at really set h im apart. But at th e same tim e,
League Championship Series game.
''Every single day he was just incredibly com - you can always call h im, and to this day h e is still
petitive, whether it was in his drill work or h is just goofy Max.'' M

*Played in the major
leagues.
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Inspired by Student Volunteers
•Kathy Schmelder, BA
'B3, Cindy Rector, MD '92,
Jim Simmons, BS '93,
MD '98, Bill Schmelder,
MBA '81, and Chris
LeGrand, BS BA '93, sort,
organize and shelve
donated items at the
Timberlake Outreach
Center in Omaha as part
of the Mizzou Alumni
Association's first Mizzou
Day of Service. The center is part of Open Door
Mission, which provides
assistance to Nebraskans
affected by poverty and
homelessness.

On April 30, Mizzou Alumni Association chapter
members nationwide set aside a few hours to perform volunteer work in MU's name. Mizzou Day
of Service, which organizers hope will become an
annual undertaking, was inspired by the Mizzou
Alternative Breaks program, through which students have been serving communities throughout
the United States since 1991.
For the inaugural alumni event, chapters chose
their own ways to serve locally, says Molly Richardson, BA BA '09, the association's assistant director of alumni engagement.
When the Rocky Mountain Tigers polled members on their volunteer interests, environmentalism won the day, says Camille Cragin, BFA '14. So,
the board planned to join in a springtime cleanup
in Fishback Park along the South Platte River
in Denver, not far from the Pepsi Center, home
of the Denver Nuggets and Colorado Avalanche.
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The April 30 event was canceled because of snow.
But the chapter was undaunted and rescheduled
for the following week.
Meanwhile, in the Dallas-Fort Worth area,
alumni pitched in on construction of a Habitat for
Humanity house. "We were there to put up insulation, work on the roof, install landscaping - just
make ourselves available for what they needed
us to do," says Scott Phillips, BS BA '06, chapter president. The chapter, in addition to raising
money for scholarships and helping local alumni
connect, "is here to put the MU brand out there
and be a positive presence in the community,"
Phillips says. "We're really excited to participate
in their first Day of Service. It's a good thing to tie
chapters together on a single theme ..,
According to Richardson, about 100 alumni
volunteers from 15 chapters participated in the
first Mizzou Day of Service. - Dale Smith

TIGER TALK
ClassNohls

of Middletown, Ohio, wrote
Turning Points: From the
Outhouse to the Penthouse
(WestBowPress, 2014).

of Titusville, Fla., a retired
U.S. Air Force lieutenant colonel and pastor at
Great Ourdoors Community Church, performed
the invocation at a Cape
Canaveral National Cemetery ceremony.

*Norm Stewart, BS Ed
'56, M Ed '60, of Columbia

Steven Lane Smith, BJ
'69, of Wolfeboro, N.H.,

received the Wayman Tisdale Humanitarian Award
presented by Love's Travel
Stops April 11, 2016, at the
2016 College Basketball
Awards in Oklahoma City.

wrote Salvation at Rio Feo
(Outskirts Press, 2015).

1950
*B. Dean Brown, BS Ag '55,

**Lowell Mohler, BS Ag
'58, of Jefferson City, Mo.,
former Missouri Department of Agriculture director and State Fair Commission chair, is a member of
the Missouri Academy of
Squires, an organization of
notable Missourians.

1960
Carolyn Mulford, MA
'62, of Columbia wrote
Thunder Beneath My Feet
(Rocking Horse Publishing, 2016) and Show Me
the Ashes (Five Star Publishing, 2016).

Ron Powers, BJ '63, of
Castleton, Vt., received
the Writers Hall of Fame
Quill Award.
Mark Hopkins, M Ed '64,
EdD '73, of Anderson,

s.c., wrote Journey to Gettysburg (Page Publishing
Inc., 2014).

Leland Shurin, BA '65, of
Kansas City, Mo., is on the
Kansas City Board of Police
Commissioners.
Jerry Venters, BJ '65,
JD '76, of Kansas City,
Mo., received the Rotary International Service
Above Self Award.

1970
Don Candy, BS EE '70,
MS '71, of Murphy, Texas,

Pieces of Three: A Psychological Study of Three Classic Films (CreateSpace,
2015) and Falling Leaves:
Selected Poems and Prose
(G. Beverly Wells, 2015).

**Thomas Crocker BJ
'79, of Dallas founded
Countdown Productions
Inc. in 1986 and is eelebrating 30 years in the TV
and video industry.

Roy Fox, BS Ed '71, M Ed
'72, PhD '78, of Columbia,

*Mark Elliott Johnson,
BJ '79, of Mount Prospect,

an adjunct instructor in the
MU College of Education
and a Fulbright Scholar,
is teaching and conducting research at University
College Cork, National
University of Ireland. He
also wrote Facing the
Sky: Composing through
Trauma in Word and Image
(Parlor Press, 2016).

Ill., wrote From Fertile
Ground (CreateSpace, 2016).

Philip Bouchard, BS Ed
'72, of St. Louis wrote The
Letter From Penobscot Mills
(America Star Books, 2015).

*Lisa Taylor Petty, BS
Ag '79, MS '83, of
Columbia, a member
of the Nashville Songwriters Associat ion
International, wrote the
Christian inspirational
song "Esther's Prayer (So
Much Stronger)" which
was recorded by Carly
McClain and published on
CD Baby.com .

Steve Spencer, M Ed '79,
Robert Kreisman, BA '72,
of Evanston, Ill., founder
and principal of Kreisman
Law Offices in Chicago,
was a moderator at the
American Association of
Justice's 2016 Winter Convention in Boca Raton, Fla.

*Patrick Lee, BS Ed '72,
of Ashland, Mo., is running
as an independent candidate for the U.S. Senate in
Missouri for 2016.

David Novak, BJ '74, of

Road Map to Power (MSI
Press, 2015).

*J.B. Kump, BS Ed '68,

Ken Snyder, BJ '76, of

*

G. Beverly Wells, PhD
'76, of San Francisco wrote

wrote Angels Three Five
(Sam McKensie Novels
LLC, 2015).

Anchorage, Ky., executive
chairman of YUM! Brands,
Inc., wrote, with Christa
Bourg, O Great One! A
Little Story About the Awesome Power of Recognition
(Portfolio, 2016).

Syed Husain, MS '68, PhD
'71, of Columbia wrote

Louisville, Ky., wrote Cross
Road: A Journey From Sex
to Sanity (Crosslink Publishing, 2015).
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of Bowling Green, Ky.,
wrote The Odell Buckenflush Chronicles: More
River Tales (Wasteland
Press, 2015).

1980
Jane Tierney, BS IE 'So, of
Oak Park, Calif., is founder
and president of Supply
Chain Innovations, Inc.

David Sheldon Johnson,
BS Ace '82, of St. Louis
is a Ladue School District
board member and a
Society of Industrial & Office Realtors' Educational
Foundation trustee.

Karl Kunkel, BA '82, MA
'84, of Pittsburg, Kan.,

Bright Side
Mizzou students,
faculty and alumni
keep churning out
achievements
'"Tell me some good news"
is the request I received
most frequently in the
past six months. Alumni
troubled by the events last
fall want to know their
alma mater is doing OK,
and that's understandable. As you peruse this
issue, I draw your attention to evidence of Mizzou's successes:
Read about Anne
McKendry, aka the
Queen of Wheat {Page
10), part of MU's worldrenowned Division of Plant
Sciences. Study the Data story {Page 17).
which includes a new study showing
that every dollar the State of Missouri invests in Mizzou adds $38.43 to the state's
economy. That's a return on investment
we would all take. Meet alumna Andrea Woolverton {Page 14) who not only
owns a coffee farm in Nicaragua but
also helped provide business students
with an unforgettable experience during
winter break. And get the latest on J 'den
Cox and his recent journey to an NCAA
National Championship and a place on
the U.S. Olympic team {Page 18). All this
appears in the magazine's first section,
Around the Columns!
There is plenty of good news at Mizzou. Always has been. Although it's easy
to get caught up in the challenges that
Mizzou faces lately, I stop and smell the
roses every day. Good news is plentiful,
even if it seems to travel slowly.
Thanks for encouraging us to share the
good news ... and all news about Mizzou.
Enjoy!
TODD MCCUBBIN. MED ·95
executfre director. M i:::zou A lumni A ssociation

Email' m ccubbint@missouri.edu
Twitrer,@M i:::zouTodd

former dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences at
Pittsburg State University,
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is provost at Southeast
Missouri State University.
Patrick Mullikin, BJ '82,
of Guanajuato, Mexico, is
editor of Lokkal.org, an
online magazine in San
Miguel de Allende.
Shawn Askinosie, BA '83,
JD '89, of Springfield, Mo.,
owns Askinosie Chocolate,
which made Forbes' list of
the 25 best small companies in America. See story
on Page 53.
John Solomon, BA '83,
of Overland Park, Kan.,
performs in the theatrical
dance show Underground
about the underground
railroad.
**Thomas Mccarver,
BJ '84, of Moore, S.C., is a
principal at Edward Jones.
Cathy Lander-Goldberg,
BJ '85, of St. Louis published Photo Explorations: A
Girl's Guide to Self-Discovery Through Photography,
Writing and Drawing (CLG
Photographies, Inc., 2015).
See story on Page 16.

You've heard of crowdfunding. Now welcome to
gradfunding.
Using websites such as Kickstarter, GoFundMe or Indiegogo, everyone with internet access
can peruse varied startup projects - movies,
tech gadgets, novelty foods, philanthropies pick one that looks interesting and kick in some
cash to help get it off the ground. MU's version of
crowdfunding, Mizzou Give Direct (mizzougivedirect.missouri. edu) works on the same poolingresources premise. And all of the projects move
Mizzou forward.
Income from the site is growing fast. The latest group to tap gradfunding is an expanding
cadre of Mizzou Alumni Association chapters
nationwide, says Laura Williamson, assistant director of annual giving.
Chapters often use Mizzou Give Direct to
raise money for their top priority - scholarships - Williamson says. Traditionally alumni
hold special events to garner donations, but not
every prospective donor can get involved. Using
the site, chapters seek to expand their network
of Mizzou supporters beyond event attendees.
"The financial goals chapters set for Mizzou
52 MIZZOUMAGAZ INE.COM

Give Direct vary widely, but they all rally folks
in a common cause. Some chapters are building endowments so they can award scholarship
funds in perpetuity." So far, Mizzou Give Direct
is employed by chapters in Atlanta, Boone County, Missouri; Denver; Los Angeles; New York
City; and St. Louis.
Elsewhere on campus, Mizzou Give Direct
helps fund important initiatives and programs.
Marching Mizzou can use it to help students
with travel expenses. Faculty members can
gather support for their research. Campus services such as Tiger Pantry, Mizzou's food bank,
can serve more meals. Alumni can honor favorite professors by raising money to fund scholarships named for beloved faculty.
Mizzou Give Direct launched late in fiscal 2011
and finished the year with So gifts. Fiscal 2015
saw 2,937 gifts. Since its inception, with gifts as
small as the price of a fast-food meal, the site
has brought in $456,168. "Revenue generated
this year is up 54.68 percent over the same time
last year and up 638 percent over the same time
two years ago. We are experiencing phenomenal
growth," Williamson says. - Dale Smith

Jaime Mosquera, BS IE
'85, MS '86, of St. Charles,
Mo., wrote E$caping Oz
(The Sentinel, 2015).
Laura Nichols, BA '86, of
Alexandria, Va., is senior
vice president and chief
communications officer of
National Geographic Partners in Washington, D.C.
Joseph Gulino, M Ed '87,
PhD '97, of Hartsburg,
Mo., wrote Principles
of Fearless Leadership
(Nathan Levy Books, LLC,
2012).
*Dana Roberts, BES '87,
of Paradise Valley, Ariz.,
is a founding partner at
Knapp & Roberts, which
created two scholarships:
one for students pursuing
special education degrees
and one for students who
have siblings with autism.

The Chocolate Champion
Mizzou awards honorary doctorate to
alumnus Shawn Askinosie, entrepreneur, community leader, mentor and
philanthropist.

t Askinosie Chocolate founder Shawn Askinosie, BA '83, JD '89, received an honorary
doctorate from the University of Missouri during May 2016 commencement ceremonies.
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Jeff Wagner, BA '89,
of Rochester, N.Y., is
professor and chair of the
economics department at
the Rochester Institute of
Technology.
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*Julie Miller, BSN '91
and MSN '13, of California,
Mo., a nursing director and
family nurse practitioner
for SSM Health St. Mary's
in Jefferson City, received

*

the organization's exceptional provider award for
the month of March.

*William Van Asselt, BA
'97, of Kansas City, Mo., is
general counsel at NIC Inc.

Tony Campiti, BA '93,
of Dallas, an attorney at
Thompson & Knight LLP,
was named to D Magazine's Best Lawyers in Dallas 2016 list.

Kelly Aylward,
BFA '98, of Boston is
partner at Tarlow Breed
Hart & Rodgers PC.
Her practice focuses on
tax planning, estate
planning, business
administration and
trust and probate
administration.

Joe Pappalardo, BA '95,
of Dallas is editor in chief
at The Dallas Observer.
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Oprah Winfrey calls Shawn Askinosie one of the
15 guys who are saving the world. But on a typical
workday, when a piece of equipment's water valve
is leaky or the telecommunication system is spotty,
he feels like any other small-business owner.
Askinosie, BA '83, JD '89, is the founder and
CEO of Askinosie Chocolate in Springfield, Missouri. In addition to making good chocolate, he
has a reputation for practicing good business.
Askinosie lived in Thailand the summer after
his freshman year at Mizzou, working for the
U.S. Embassy to help Vietnamese refugees resettle in the United States. "That's when I began
to learn about needs outside of my own community," Askinosie says. He also faced social justice
issues every day for nearly 20 years as a criminal
defense attorney in Springfield.
When Askinosie started making chocolate in
2005, he wanted to work directly with the farmers
harvesting the cacao beans in Ecuador, Honduras,
the Philippines and Tanzania. "I knew we would be
sharing profits with farmers before we had profits,"
he says.
Today, Askinosie Chocolate buys beans directly
from farmers; shares profits with them; and gives
back to their communities through the Product
of Change program, sustainably providing more
than 240,000 lunches to students in Tanzania and
the Philippines. Closer to home, Askinosie founded Chocolate University, an experiential learning
program for Springfield K-12 students.
In spring 2016 Mizzou awarded Askinosie an
honorary doctorate for service to the community.
- Kelsey Allen

2000
Erin Wilson Barbaro, BA
'oo, MA '03, of Columbia,
a product manager for the
Institute of People, Place,
and Possibility, spoke at
the White House about
CommunityCommons.
org, a project that helps
people and communities
use technology to improve
everyday life.
Dan Koboldt, BA, BA '01, of

St. Louis wrote The Rogue Retrieval (HarperCollins, 2016).

Tricia Mosser Offutt, BJ
'01, of Clearwater, Fla.,
wrote Bucket 96: From
Lemons to Clear Water
(Ferne Press, 2015).
Shannon Zmud Teicher, BJ '01, of Dallas was
named to the 2016 Texas
Super Lawyers Rising Stars
list by Thompson Reuters.
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Donor's
Age

60

65

70

Annuity
Rate

4.4%

4.7%

$440

$470

Annual
Payout

$2,582
$308

90

75

80

85

5.1%

5.8%

6.8%

7.8%

$510

$580

$680

$780

$900

I s3,231 I $3,901

$4,426

$4,908

$5,582

$6,243

$542

$650

$340

$384

TIGERS CHANGE
TIGER LOYALTY NEVER DOES
Three great Tigers of different size and shape share the field: Big Mo representing the
incomparable Marching Mizzou; Truman the Tiger, and Li'l Missouri Tiger. All gifts to
Mizzou are great, no matter the size. Not all gifts are created equal, however. Some gifts
give you a tax deduction and pay you income for life. That's what a Mizzou Charitable
Gift Annuity will do. Ralph made a gift and received a tax deduction and yearly income for
life. Any unused gift amount will go to the University at the end of his life.*
Call 1-800-970-9977 for a free illustration that will show you how a Mizzou Charitable
Gift Annuity can benefit you, or email giftplanning@missouri.edu.

ALUMNI NEWS
TAKING STUDENTS
TO GREAT HEIGHTS

Elizabeth Burton, MPA
'02, of Somerset, Ky., is director of sales enablement
for Americas International
at Avaya, Inc.
Brian Grace, BA '03, of
St. Louis, a principal at
Dentons, serves on the
board for Pedal the Cause,
a cycling event that raises
funds to advance cancer
research at Siteman Cancer Center and St. Louis
Children's Hospital.

t Principal Dana
The mission of the Kauffman
Coleman, BJ '10,
School can be summed up in three
with
works
words: Create college graduates.
Kauffman School
Founded in 2011 in northeast
students.
Kansas City, Missouri, The Ewing Marion Kauffman School "prepares students
to be intellectually curious, economically independent, and confidently self-directed." Students
are challenged to think critically, embrace change
and take charge of their own learning in a rapidly
changing world.
These values led Andrew Stuart, BA BA '10, to
the school in 2014.
"Kauffman was by far the most impressive school
that I saw while visiting and interviewing," the seventh-grade English language arts teacher says. "I
knew it was a place that was going to push me to
grow and improve as an educator."
While Stuart always knew he wanted to teach,
Cescily Turner-Phillips, BS Ed '10, didn't discover
her love for inspiring kids until she spent a summer
as a camp counselor. She quickly returned to Mizzou
and changed her major.
"Growing up in Chicago I had the opportunity to
get a pretty good education," she says. "Kansas
City has so many smart and talented kids. I want
these kids to have as many opportunities to accomplish their dreams as I had."
Joining Stuart and Phillips, Dana Coleman, BJ '10,
serves as the principal for seventh and eighth grades
and as an instructional math coach.
With these Tiger teachers, the Missouri Charter
Public School Association named the Kauffman
School the 2015 Missouri Charter School of the
Year, just five years after it opened.
Kauffman serves about 650 students in fifth
through ninth grades. The school's goal is to increase enrollment to i,100 by 2018 and to serve
students through i2th grade.
-

Brittany King
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Nicole Burlison Knepper,
BA, BA '03, of St. Louis is
an associate attorney at
Padberg, Corrigan & Appelbaum.

Todd White, EdD '04,
of Kansas City, Mo., is
superintendent of Blue
Valley Schools.
Aaron Hankel, ChE '05,
of Lee's Summit, Mo.,
is partner at Shook, Hardy
& Bacon LLP in Kansas
City, Mo.

BS ME '12, of Wildwood,
Mo., co-founded Zapier
with Wade Foster.
Eric Hobbs, BA '09, of
Kansas City, Mo., is a
litigation attorney at the
Shook, Hardy & Bacon LLP
Denver office.

2010
Amanda Tummons, JD
'06, of Rogersville, Mo.,
is a member of Husch
Blackwell's technology,
manufacturing and
transportation group.
Brian Helmig, BS BA '09,
MBA '11, of Sunnyvale,
Calif., and Michael Knoop,

casey Lewis, BJ '10, of New
York co-founded Clover, an enewsletter for teenage girls.
Ryan Hyde, JD '11, MBA
'12, of St. Louis is an attorney at Behr, Mccarter &
Potter, PC.
*Ashley Conine, BSW

THE VILLAGE OF

BEDFORD WALK
Come back to your alma mater! Yist The Village of Bedford Walk
and let us show you a new kind of senior living in Columbia, MO!

THE COMMUNlTYYOU'VE lMAGlNED,
THE LIFESTYLE YOU DESERVE
Leasing Office and Villa Homes Now Open

573.303.72 52
415

thevillageofbedfordwalk. com
Bailey Drive I Columbia, Missouri 65203

ALUMNI BOOKSH ELF

Fill your summer reading list
with new books by Tigers
If you wish to be considered for coverage, please mail a
copy of your book published in 2016 or scheduled for 2017
to Dale Smith, associate editor, MIZZOU magazine,
201 S. Seventh St., Suite 200, Columbia, MO 65211.

KIM

KAV I N

THE DOG MERCHANTS
lu~1•ll'

1he Bi,o; Ru~rn•·~~ nl 81 '<"lh,...,
l't• '-;1,,N'~ a11d R1...,cw·-..

BOUNTIFU L

BONS AI

Create fkauti.tul lndoorCont.t.lnttGa.rdtn s
with Edible f rults,. HerlK and Bo~

Bountiful Bonsai: Create
Instant Indoor Container
Gardens by Richard W.
Bender, BS FW '75 (Tuttle,
2015)

The Dog Merchant: Inside the Big Business of
Breeders, Pet Stores, and
Rescuers by Kim Kavin,
BJ '94 (Pegasus, 2016)

Family Resemblances
by Carrie Shipers, BA 'oo,
MA '02 (University of New
Mexico Press, 2016)

HOUSE

'()N

OCTOBER Hill.

Hangman's Game: A Nick Gallow Mystery by Bill
Syken, MA '93 (Minotaur Books, 2015)

Welcome to Happy-Land
by Tom Kiske, BA '67 (Virtualbookwork. com, 2015)

Hospitality and Authoring,
An Essay for the English
Profession by Richard Haswell, BA '61, PhD '67, and
Janis Haswell (Utah State
University Press, 2015)

#~

-

•

";,.{

....

House on October Hill by
Leighton McCormick, BJ '69
(AuthorHouse, 2015)

~·

!"!

,•

-""-._

Ethical Wills: Words from the Jewish Heart by Eric
Weiner, MSW '79 (Eric Weiner, 2015)

Mr. Green Jeans by Chris
McGee, M Ed '94 (Harvard
Square Editions, 2016)

.

Words Matter: Writing to
Make a Difference edited
by Amanda Dahling, BJ
'05, and Mary Kay Blakely
(University of Missouri
Press, 2016)

The Protocols of Uma
(The Journeyers' Tale
Book 1) by John Brage,
JD '93 (Castle Top, 2015)
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Yon Don't Kno1V Joe
t Andrea Woolverton, BS '02, PhD '07,
and her husband,
Colin Ganley, run
Twin Engine Coffee
in Leon, Nicaragua.

The French have been lying to you. Good coffee
is not bitter.
It took two graduate degrees, a job at the United Nations, and running her own small business
in Nicaragua for one Missouri farm girl to figure
that out, but now she is preaching it to the world.
Andrea Woolverton, BS '02, PhD '07, grew
up near Malden, in Missouri's Bootheel. She saw
firsthand how agriculture could support a family and a community. After earning a doctorate
in agribusiness, she worked at the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Foreign Agriculture Service, USDA Economic Research Service
and United Nations (UN.) Food and Agriculture
Organization, helping developing countries improve their economies through agriculture.
"My big question," Woolverton says, "was
'How do local businesses add value in their own
countries before farmers' products are exported
as low-cost commodities?' "
After her UN. contract expired in 2012, she
and her husband, Colin Ganley, landed in Nicaragua through his interest in premium cigars.
Woolverton discovered that Nicaraguans
have hundreds of years of expertise growing
some of the world's best coffee beans. Unfortunately, about 99 percent of the beans are sold to
exporters, leaving foreign roasters and packagers
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to reap the profits that could stay in Nicaragua.
This was the big challenge Woolverton had
been trying to overcome her whole career.
The couple went all in, using their savings to
establish Twin Engine Coffee. An at-origin coffee company, they deal directly with coffee farmers, keeping the growing, drying, roasting and
packaging all in Nicaragua. But, through the internet, they sell all over the world.
Done this way, 400 percent more of the coffee's value remains in Nicaragua when it is
sold abroad and Boo percent more when sold
locally than if the beans had been sold in bulk
to exporters.
Being at-origin also lets Woolverton control
quality.
She selects the coffee berries she wants while
they're still on the tree, shepherds them through the
drying process and handles the roasting in-house.
The rich flavors will challenge how consumers think premium coffee tastes.
''The average coffee drinker in the U.S. has
been drinking coffee with a lot of defects for a
long time," Woolverton says, citing the French
roast. '·The French roast is a burnt roast. They
did it that way 200 years ago to mask the defects
in the coffee coming in from their colonies. They
burned it and added cream to it." - Erih Potter

of Ballwin, Mo., is associate director of events
at Pedal the Cause, a
cycling event that raises
funds to advance cancer
research .
'12,

Amanda Bell Wiig,
BJ '12, of Memphis,
Tenn. , is communications
manager at Make-A-Wish
Mid-South.

Weddings
Jenifer Langosch, BJ '07,
and Matthew Segal of Indianapolis Nov. 15, 2015.
*Addison Walton, BJ '13,
and Catherine Schuelke,
BJ '14, of Bristol, Conn.,
April 2, 2016.

Births
Jon Lawrence, BA '98,
and Stephanie Lawrence
of Tulsa, Okla., announce
the birth of Ava Alexandra
March 4, 2016.
Torey Velloff Nguyen,
BS Ed '99, M Ed '06, and
Bruce Nguyen, BA 'oo,
JD '03 of Kansas City,
Mo., announce the birth
of Katherine Elizabeth
Nguyen June 30, 2015.
Nathaniel Dulle, BS
BA '01, JD '04, and
Alexia Norris, BA '03,
JD '06, of Kansas City,
Mo., announce the birth
of Josephine Mae
Oct. 13, 2015.
Amanda Overman LePoire, BJ '02, and Matt
LePoire of Fenton, Mo., announce the birth of Samuel
Robert March 15, 2016.
Brett Huhman, BS EE
'03, MS '06, and Heather
Huhman, BA '05, of
Waldorf, Md., announce
the birth of Aurora Rae
Jan. 31 , 2016.
Dustin Searcy, BS ME
'06, and Rebecca Judge
Searcy, BJ '06, of Washington, Mo., announce the
birth of Emmitt Gerard
Oct. 12, 2015.

*

Lloyd Forbis, BS BA '07,
and Geraldine Forbis
of Jacksonville, Fla.,
announce the birth of Andrew Lloyd Feb. 1B, 2016.
Kate Pecsok Ewert BS
'08, and Josh Ewert of
Sacramento, Calif., announce the birth of Frederick Logan Pecsok Ewert on
Aug. 22, 2015.
Daniel H"nkle, BS BA '08,
and Kari G1llesp1e Hinkle,
BA '08, of Chesterfield,
Mo., announce the birth of
John David May 29, 2015.

was a journalist and later
worked for Time-Life Corp.
**Karl Wickstrom BS
Ag ~1 of Marshfield, Mo.,
Feb. 19, 2016, at 99.
**Charles Millner, BS
Ag 43, of Willow Springs,
Mo., April 6, 2016, at 94.
A U.S. Army World War 11
veteran, he was a reverend
at various churches in
Missouri.

Leon Golfin, BS ChE ~4.
of St. Louis Nov. 9, 2015,
at 92. A U.S. Navy World
War II veteran, he was
a cost engineer at NL
Industries and later served
as board president of
Brentwood Forest.
**Mary Hubbell Avery,
BS Ed ~6, of Columbia
Nov. 17, 2015, at 92. She
taught equestrian studies
at Gulf Park College in

Gulfport, Miss., and Stephens College.
Robert Charles Smith,
BA ~7. of Columbia March
B, 2016, at 92. A World
War II and Korean War
veteran, he was mayor of
Columbia from 1961-63
and later cofounded the
Smith & Lewis law firm .
Wilson Wheat, BS EE
of League City, Texas,

~8,

Faculty Deaths
Melvin George of Columbia
April 25, 2016, at Bo. He
was a mathematics professor who twice served as
MU's interim president
and led the task force that
developed the university
values statement.
**Edward Metzen,
EdD '63, of Columbia
Dec. 26, 2015, atB2.
He taught at Stephens
College for eight years
and later chaired the MU
Department of Consumer
and Family Economics, now known as the
Department of Personal
Financial Planning.
William Trumbower, BA
'67, MD '71, of Columbia
March 4, 2016, at 70. A physician in the MU Obstetrics
and Gynecology Department, he later practiced at
Boone Hospital Center.

Deaths
**John Irvin, A&S '31, of
Chillicothe, Mo., Jan. 16,
2016, at 104.
Sears Jayne, BA ~1, MA
of Watertown, Mass.,
April 11, 2015, at 94. He
was a professor of English
and comparative literature
at Brown University.
~2,

Robert Parker, BJ ~1, of
Chapel Hill, N.C., Jan. 1B,
2016, at 95. A U.S. Navy
World War II veteran, he
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ALUMNI NEWS
In-state Costs for True Tigers

Geologist Jim Frank, BS '76,
MA '79, now lives in Houston,
Texas, 800 miles from his alma
mater. Jim's love of Mizzou
football alone might've been
enough for him to encourage son
Jack to enter MU as a freshman
in fall 2016. Then an added incen•Jim Frank chertive came in the form of the Mizishes memories of
zou Heritage Scholarship, which
Tiger football road
discount:
provides a whopping
trips. Top photo,
in-state tuition for out-of-state
taken during his MU
children of Mizzou graduates
days in 1975, Jim
(criteria below). Regardless, Jim
is at left. Above.
ticket stub from a
has a soft spot for MU, having
boyhood road trip
attended Tiger football games
Jim's father,
with
since his father, Donald, BA 48,
Donald.
was
Jim
bundled him along when
a boy growing up in St. Louis.
One of Jim's fondest Mizzou memories is a road trip
he took to a football game in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
"We had seats on the goal line about 10 rows up," Jim
says. "Before the game, I stepped onto the field and
started taking photos of players and crowd scenes.
Mind you, I had no credentials at all. I not only walked
down to where the Mizzou team was stretching but I
also took a picture of Coach Bo Schembechler, and
walked out to the center of the field with the referees
and captains to take shots of the coin toss."
Thirty-nine years later, on a visit campus in 2014,
Jim cemented son Jack's connection to Tiger football when the two were guests of the Mizzou Alumni
Association in the chancellor's box at Memorial Stadium. "Several of the deans who were there were
asking Jack what he wanted to major in," Jim says.
"It was a great experience for him."

Mizzou Heritage Scholarship qualifications:
non-Missouri resident, U.S. citizen; parent who is an
MU graduate; top quarter of high school graduating
class, ACT composite score 27 or higher; enrollment
first semester after high school. Full details at
scholarships.missouri. edu - Dale Smith
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March 20, 2016, at g5.
A U.S. Navy veteran, he
worked on the Gemini
and Apollo NASA projects
and sang in the Houston
Symphony Chorale.

**George Landes, BA
~9. of Allentown, Pa.,

April 7, 2016, at 87. A
Phi Beta Kappa member,
he was a Presbyterian
minister.

*Mary Lou Dean Myer,
BS Ed ~9. of Wooster,
Ohio, Feb. 27, 2016, at 8g.
She taught home economics.

*John Plesko, BJ '49,
of Pontiac, ill., Feb. 23,
2016, at go. A U.S. Army
Air Force veteran, he
was vice president and
general manager of the
Daily Leader.

David Skylar, BJ ~9. of
Hollywood, Fla., March 15,

2016, at go. A u.s Army
Air Forces World War II
veteran, he worked for
Griswold-Eshleman advertising agency in Cleveland,
managed the campaigns
of U.S. Sen. Howard Metzenbaum and built the Sun
Newspapers chain in Ohio.

**Robert Busse, BS
BA '50, of Chesterfield,
Mo., Feb. 4, 2016, at 87. A
Sigma Chi member and a
U.S. Army veteran, he was
president of SFS Associates Inc.

**Stephen A. Douglas,
BS Ag '50, M Ed '59, of
Rolla, Mo., Dec. 12, 2015,
at 86. He taught agriculture at several south central Missouri high schools.

*Jack Grinstead, BS Ag
'50, BS CiE '51, of St. Louis
Feb. 28, 2016, at 8g. A U.S.
Navy World War II veteran,
he founded Warning Lites
of St. Louis Inc.

**Donald Haden, BS
BA '50, of Liberty, Mo.,
Jan. 27, 2016, at 76. A U.S.
Army veteran, he worked
at Hallmark Cards.

Jack Krumme, BS Ag '50,
of Overland Park, Kan.,
April 3, 2016, at 88. A U.S.
Army Korean War veteran,
he owned Cam-Dex Security Corp.

**Richard Vowell, BS

ChE '50, of Bloomington,
Ind., Feb. 3, 2016, at 87.
He worked at General
Electric.

**Maxine Whitwell
Gerber, BS Ed '51, of Savannah, Mo., Dec. 4, 2015,
at 85. She taught home
economics.

**Betty Jo Sullivan
Potter, BS Ed '51, of Ann

more, Mo., Feb. 28, 2016,
at 86. A U.S. Army veteran,
he was a flight surgeon and
later practiced family medicine in south Kansas City.

**Harriet Aberle, BS Ed
'53, of Stamford, Conn.,
Jan.3,2016,at84.She
was an Alpha Gamma
Delta member.

**Delbert Dickinson,
BJ '54, of Portland, Ore.,

Arbor, Mich., Nov. 5, 2015,
at 86. She was an office
manager at the University
of Michigan Graduate Business School.

April 13, 2016, at 86. He
was captain of Mizzou's
1g54 NCAA champion
baseball team.

**George Williams, BA
'51, BS Med '54, of Ray-

Allan Paro, BJ '54, of
Woodbridge, Va., July 2g,

**John Gall, BS BA '50,
of Pacific Grove, Calif.,
March 25, 2016, at 87. A
Phi Kappa Psi member, he
was a lawyer.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

BOOCHES ANTIQUE POOL TABLE, circa 1922, from
original location. Excellent condit ion. Pictures
and delivery available. A piece of Mizzou history.
$20,000. info@schmidtbilliards.com 573-445-4010

MZZOU
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
LINE ADS: 4.20 per word, 10-word minimum. Phone
numbers, including area code, count as one word. The
first two or three words will be boldface. Three- or fourissue contracts reduce the per-word rate to $3.95.
ONE-INCH DISPLAY ADS
(two columns wide by one inch high): $195 per ad.

ONE-TWELFTH PAGE DISPLAY ADS
(two columns wide by 2-3/16" high): $380 per ad.
PUBLISHING SCHEDULE :
Issue
Fall '16

Mail to:

*

Space
Materials
Reservation Due
June 27
July 8

Publication
Date
Aug. 29

GO
MAKE A

MEMORY

• * ST. JOSEPH * •

MISSOURI
Start planning your unforgettable trip
at GoSIJoMo.com/museums. then tag
your new memories with #GoSIJoMo

MIZZOU Classified Advertising
123 Reynolds Alumni Center
Columbia. MO 65211
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2015, at 83. A U.S. Army
veteran, he worked in in advertising, product management and communications
for various companies.

epidemiolog ist who spent
most of his career with the
USDA and the University of
Florida's College of Veterinary Medicine.

*Edwin Werner, BS BA

**Lon Orr, AFNR '56, of

'54, of Winston Salem,
N.C., Nov. 25, 2015, at 85.
He was a Phi Delta Theta
member.

Carthage, Mo., Dec. 30,
2015, at 81. He was a Beta
Theta Pi member.

Georgia Johnson, BS Ed

**Dale Cornelison, BA
'57, of Columbia April 7,

*Paul Nicoletti, BS Ag

2016, at 83. A Sigma Nu
member and a U.S. Army
veteran , he owned and
managed Eastgate Foods
(formerly Eastgate IGA).

'56, of Gainesville, Fla.,
Jan. 31, 2016, at 83 . He
was a veterinarian and

**Lou Moulder Wheeler, BS BA '57, of Lebanon,

'55, of Houston Feb. 4,
2016, at 82. She taught
middle school history.

Mo., Dec. 21, 2015, at 80.

Jane Dashen Carney, BS
Ed '58, of Kansas City,

'58, of Lawrence, Kan.,
Nov. 1, 2015, at 83 . He was
a Presbyterian minister.

Mo., Dec. 23, 2015, at 79.

*K.J. Osterholtz, BS Ag
'58, DVM '60, of Tamworth,

**Mary Hornecker
Clark, BSN '58, of Over-

N.H., Jan . 22 , 2016, at 80.
She worked for the Missouri Humane Society and
owned a clinic in St. Louis.

land Park, Kan ., Jan. 19,
2016, at 78. She was a
lifelong nurse.

Jerome Brezner, PhD '59,
**Beverly Sparks Dick,
MA '58, of Eau Claire,
Wis., Jan. 15, 2016, at 83 .
She was a music professor
who taught voice at the
University of WisconsinEau Claire.

**Harold LeMert, BA

of Scottsdale, Ariz., July
26, 2015, at 84.

Robert Kozuki, MS '59, of
Honolulu Nov. 4, 2014, at
82. A U.S. Army veteran,
he was a mental health
worker at various military
installations .

**Donald Wolff, BS BA
'59, of St. Louis Nov. 20,
2015, at 80. A U.S. Army
veteran, he was an attorney and an adjunct pro-

M

One-Level, Detached Villas! New model opening in March.

zzou

fessor at the Saint Louis
University School of Law.

**Roy Rogers, BS Ag
'60, of Columbia Feb. 1,
2016, at 78.

Thomas Gray, BA '62, of
Columbia April 6, 2016, at
76. A Sigma Nu member,
he was general manager at
KO MU-TV.

**Larry Moore, BS Ag
'62, DVM '66, of Lee's
Summit, Mo., Nov. 11 ,
2015, at 76. He was an
Alpha Gamma Sigma
member and a veterinarian in Drexel, Mo.

Waltraut Dube, BA '63, of
Washington, D.C., Dec. 2,
2015, at 88. She was director of physician fellowship programs at the U.S.
Department of Veterans
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Alumni in Business

PUTTING YOU IN TOUCH WITH TOE BUSINESS SERVICES OF MIZZOU GRADUATES

**John Simpson Ford,
BA '63, of St. Louis March
31, 2016, at 77. A U.S.
Army veteran, he was
owner and president of
Ford Steel Co. Affairs.
**Gerald Bankus, BS EE
'64, of Niceville, Fla., Feb. 16,
2016, at 73. A U.S. Air Force
veteran, he was vice president of General Dynamics.
William Morman, BS EE
'64, MS '69, of Rochester,
Minn., Jan. 26, 2016, at 75.
He was an engineer at IBM
and JDSUniphase .
Garold Welch, BS Ag '65,
of Mountain Grove, Mo.,
Feb. 18, 2016, at 73 . He
was a rural economic community development district director for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
**Thomas Briggs,
BS BA '67, MBA '68, of
Edwardsville, Ill., Oct. 26,
2015, at 71. He was the
athletic director at Missouri State University.
**James Pihir, BS BA
'67, of Affton, Mo., Nov. 9 ,
2015, at 70.
**Carlos Edwards, BS
BA '68, of Carrollton , Mo.,
Dec . 16, 2015, at 69. A U.S.
Army veteran, he was an
attorney.
*Roger Short, BS Ed '68,
of Prescott, Ariz ., March 9,
2016, at 70. A lifelong edu cator, he was superinten dent of the Williams and
Prescott school districts.

Michael MacDonald, BS
BA '70, of Louisville, Ky.,
June 7, 2014, at 66. A U.S.
Army veteran, he worked
at Peat Marwick Mitchell,
now KPMG.
**Donald Mayse, BS Ag
'70, of Columbia Dec. 11 ,
2015, at 68. He owned several pawn stores and other
small businesses.

*

**Victor Clever, MD '71,
of St. Charles, Mo., Dec.
11, 2015, at 70. He was a
physician .
**Erwin Milne, BS Ag
'71, JD '74, of Jefferson
City, Mo., Feb. 10, 2016, at
67. He was senior partner
at Andereck, Evans &
Milne.
Thomas Mueller, BS BA
'73, of Winter Garden,
Fla., Jan. 21, 2016, at 64.
James Condry, BA '74,
MA, JD '79, of Springfield ,
Mo., Jan. 21, 2016, at 63. He
was a Sigma Nu member
and he worked in alternative dispute resolution.
*Lonnie Elmore, BS '75,
of Crystal Lake, Ill., Nov. 4,
2015, at 62.
Lawrence Kaye, JD '75,
of West Bloomfield, Mich.,
Nov. 25, 2015, at 67.
Gary Stein, BS Ed '75,
of Belleville, Ill., Dec.
31, 2015, at 63. He was a
teacher at Waterloo (Ill.)
Junior High School.
David Allen, BS EE '76,
of Littleton, Colo., Jan .
20, 2016, at 61 . He was
an engineer at Lockheed
Martin.
John Huenneke, BJ '76,
of El Paso, Texas, Jan.

29, 2016, at 60. He was a
copy editor for the El Paso
Times and a teacher.
**Donna Hart, BJ '77,
of Austin, Texas, Dec. 3,
2015, at 60. She worked in
sports information at MU
and the University of Texas
and later with the Texas
Department of Agriculture.

**

Jerie Lee Friesz
Jaecques, BS HE '78, of
Fort Worth, Texas, Feb.
6, 2016, at 59. She was a
dietician.
*Mark Ranney, DVM
'82, of Rolla, Mo., Dec. 13,
2015, at 58. He ran Bishop
Avenue Veterinary Clinic.
Joseph Whistler, MPA
'83, of Grand Junction,
Colo., Feb. 4, 2015, at 82.
A U.S. Air Force veteran,
he taught computer science and programming.
Brett Foster, BA, BJ '95,
of Wheaton, Ill., Nov. 9,
2015, at 42 .
Ryan Nevins, BS Ed 'oo,
of Ottawa, Ill., April 8,
2016, at 38. He was a high
school creative writing
teacher.
Ashley Gammon, BJ '06,
of Florissant, Mo., Jan. 8,
2016, at 30. She was head
of communications for
United Way in St. Louis.
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Ad a Belle's Diplonta

... Top: Ada Belle Matteson
(nee Cowden) at MU's
Parker Memorial Hospital,
now Parker Hall, circa
1916. She graduated with
a degree in nursing.
Above: Ada Belle lived in
Woodlandville, Missouri,
before coming to Mizzou.

This Mizzou story is a century old. But we know this:
Ada Belle Cowden of Boone County studied nursing, and Erdley Stone Matteson of Grant City studied agriculture. They fell in love and got engaged.
As graduation approached, Eardley Stone
finished his livestock-relate d coursework a few
months early and left town for a temporary job in
Kansas City to earn money for the couple's start
in life. The lovers must've missed each other, but
they also had much to look forward to. They had
a romantic plan wherein Erdley Stone would return to Columbia and marry Ada Belle in secret
on their commencemen t day in June 1916.
The wedding needed to be clandestine because
Ada Belle, as part of her practical education, had
to work in the hospital for a few weeks past commencement on a special case she had been assigned. But in those days, married women were
not allowed in such positions.
Somehow, though, the plan went awry. Notice of
their nuptials appeared prematurely in the paper,
and, despite having performed all the class work
and the usual practicum, Ada Belle was dismissed
immediately and did not receive her diploma.
She and Erdl~y Stone left the next day for Edina, Missouri, where he managed a farm and they
started their lives together. In time, Erdley became a livestock specialist for University of Mis-
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souri Extension and organized Show-Me State
cattle ranchers to pool their small herds when
going to market, thereby accumulating enough
stock to attract better buyers and prices. Ada Belle
bore six children into the world.
Twelve years after the wedding, in 1928, a Mrs.
Shannon Crews toured the then-new hospital at
MU and stopped to visit Dean of Medicine Guy
Noyes. Crews told Noyes about the injustice done
to Ada Belle, and immediately he drafted a letter to the former nursing student. His tone was
conciliatory, almost apologetic, and he promised
prompt redress, offering to order a diploma dispatched to her right away.
That happy ending was short-lived. Ada Belle
died two years later at the age of 37 in the aftermath of childbirth. It appears that her child did
not survive either. By then Ada Belle and Erdley
Stone had started a tribe whose descendants still
value Mizzou and higher education as much as
their predecessors did. More than a dozen of their
children, grandchildren and great-grandchil dren
have attended or graduated from the university.
This year, a century after the diploma incident,
great-granddau ghter Christina Scudder graduated from Mizzou with a doctorate in veterinary
medicine. And she's not about to forget Ada
Belle's story. - Dale Smith
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